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“Prospectus of “The Westorn’ 

The Western Publishing Association having purchased the right to publish 
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All books for review, all applications for subscription or advertisement, all let- 
ters of inquiry, and all articles for insertion, should be addressed to the Editor 
of “ THe WESTERN,” P. O. Box 2422, St. Louis, Mo. 

Manuscript will not be returned unless accompanied by a request to that effect 
and sufficient postage to cover expenses ; no notice will be taken of letters not, 
pertaining to.the business of “ THE WESTERN,” unless return postage is enclosed. 

THE WESTERN will aim to represent the various intellectual interests of St. 
Louis, and in addition, to present in the form of original matter or through its 
editorial department, the best results in all fields of intellectual effort. 

H. H. Morgan, Editor and Publisher. 
W. T. Harris, 
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Z. G, Willson, } Assistant Editors. 
F. E. Cook, 
B. V. B. Dixon, 

Any of these gentlemen, together with E, F, Hobart, President, W. H. Rosen- 
stengel, Vice Fresident, and W. J. S. Bryan, Treasurer, are authorized to receive 
subscriptions ; but all receipts must be signed by W. J, S. Bryan, Treasurer. 
Authorized Agents will be furnished by the Editor, with credentials, 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

All diligence is used in seeing that each month’s issue is mailed to the proper 
address. Any failure to receive THz WESTERN will be inquired into if notice 
be sent to Editor of THE WESTERN, P. O., Box 2422. If the Journal shall have 
been properly mailed, we shall not expect to be responsible for any irregularities 
of the mails. THE WESTERN is furnished at rates that preclude pecuniary pro- 
fit, and subscribers receive their numbers at about cost prices. Sample copies 
will be sent only upon remittance of the price for a single copy (/wenty cents.) 
Back numbers will be supplied at the same rates until the close of a volume, 
after which the price wll be raised one-third. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 

THE WESTERN circulates several thcusand copies, and frcm the character of 
its readers, offers peculiar advantages for certain classes of advertisements. The 
attention of Schouls, Universities, First-Class Publishing Houses, are specially 
invited to this notice. All advertiscments intenced to reach the more cultivated 
portion of the community as well as such are addressed to travelers, will find a 
suitable audi: nce as the circulation cf THE WESTERN is confined to no pert of 
the country, and evcrywhere the Journal finds its audience among those most 
likely to read advertisements which address themselves to an audience such as 
above-named, Our rates of advertisement are as low as those offered by any re- 
— journal, and we engage to see any obligaticns on our past properly dis- 

arged. 
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CIRCULAR, 

CBOFSD 

THE WESTERN. 

OBJECTS OF THE WESTERN. 
The publication of Tua Western was undertaken in the belief that there was need of a mag- 

azine to serve as a medium for the more serious efforts in all directions. It undertakes to pre- 
sent such contributions to a fit audience and in return it welcomes the matured efforts of thought- 
ful men. It has left itself free to present valuable papers upon Literature, Education, Art, 
Criticism, Physical) Science, Mathematics or Translation, and has offered at least one s peci- 
men in each department of effort. While directly representing St. Louis interests it is circum- 
scribed by no local limits but undertakes to present topics of general value and by authors com- 
petent to do their work independent of the section in which these authors may live. 

SAINT LOUIS. 
‘To those interested in St. Louis whether as citizens or as students of the growing West, the 

notices of societies as well as the monthly addition te our libraries will form a valuable part of 
the magazine. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 
‘The book reviews, if brief, are always carefully made by some one to whom the particular sub- 

ject is most familar, and aim to give the reader a record of new and valuable books; to acquaint 
him with the grounds of the judgment as well as to state the merits and defects of the work 
under review. The Wesrern accepts no presents of books as an inducement fora favorable 
notice, but as it intends to call attention to works of excellence, rather than sit in judgment 
upon all the products of a busy press, prefers to buy its own material rather than be hampered 
in its selection, or in the free expression of a conscientious opinion. In the criticism it will, 
however, endeavor to avoid the error of unsuitable criteria, and will attempt to state the nature 
and extent of the usefulness of any work, rather thax:o show how unsuitable is the conception 
of the author to the personal tastes of the review: 

NOTICES OF MAGAZINES. 
The leading magazines, whether literary or educational, are kept on file, and each mon h 

we present at least a notice of thei: more valuable articles. It is believed that this department 
will be found to meet a very general want, and while ncreasing the interest of the Western, 
will at the s»me time prove not unserviceable to magazines whose aims are more strictly limited 
to particular interests. 

CIRCULATION AND ENDORSEMENTS. 
The Western was undertaken in the interests of liberal edueation rather than with any de- 

sire or expectation of pecuniary profit, and has already established a large and very choice cir- 
culation, while its subscription list already includes citizens of most of the States in the Union. 
As a vindication of the attempt of the gentlemen inaugurating this enterprise, the source, 
as well as the character of the notice. already received may suffice. Favorable notice has been 
received from the leading papers of many States (as, for example, the Boston Advertiser and 
Worcester Spy, of Massachusetts, and the Inter-Ocean of Chicago), while magazines, both 
literary and educational, have shown the greatest readiness to assist our enterprise. In ad- 
dition to daily requests for specimen copies, some of our leading American writers have written 
to wish us good speed, and to express their respect fur our work as already done. Courteous 
acknowledgements have been received from our leading colleges and libraries, while the princi- 
pal literary medium of Berlin has sat in judgment npon our work and pronounced it valid. 



READERS. 
As has been said, our readers are to be found among the more thoughtful of our students, and 

these are to be looked for among men whose ‘ewn werk implies interest in serious investigation, 
whether they be known as authors, inventors, professors, or as engaged in the activities of great 
public enterprises. 
The Western reaches the 185 principal libraries and colleges of the United States, 220 mag- 

azines and newspapers, besides a very large but carefully prepared list of leading men in this 
country and in Europe. 

Through notices, subscription, or exchange it has been recognized in the following places : 
1. Connecticuat—New Haven, Hartford, Stamford 
2. California—Oakland, San Francisco, Sacramento, Santa Barbara and Los Angelos. 
3. Ilinois—Chicago, Quincy, Alton, Vandalia, Champaign, Sycamore, Jacksonville, Free- 

burg, Normal, Pinckneyville, Galesburg, Venice, Peoria, Carlinville, Morrison- 
ville, Springfield. 

4  Indiana—Indianapolis, ‘Terre Haute, Muncie, Bloomington 
5. lowa—Grinnell, lowa Citv, Des Mores, Ripon. 
6. Kansas—Atchison, Sedan, Bethel, Great Bend. 
7. Kentucky—Louisville, Lexington, Glasgow 
8. Louisiana—Baton Rouge, New Orleans, Monroe 
9 , meee (Advertiser, Commonwealth and Index), Cambridge, Worcester, 

alem, New Bedford, Williamstown, Springfield, Haverhill 
10. Michigan—Kalamazoo, Detroit, Lansing 
tr. Minnesota—St. Paul 
12. Mississippi—Brookhaven, Leoata. 
t3. Missouri—St. Louis, Jefferson City, Boonville, Webster, Cape Girardeau, St Gene- 

vieve, Caledonia, Hannibal, Kansas City, Warsaw, W arrensburg, Knob 
Noster, Kirksville, Fayette, Glasgow, Shelbyville, Ozark, Viedmont, Sedalia 

14. New Hampshire—Concord. 
15 New Jersey—Paterson, Cape May, Newark, Elizabeth. 
16. New York—New York City, Brooklyn, Albany, Auburn, Amsterdam, Catskill, Roch 

ester, Troy, Lockport, Lansingburgh 
17. North Carolina—Walhalla. 
18. Ohie—UCleveland, Cincinnati, Easton, Toledo, Tiffin, Oberlin, Salem, Dayton, Stryker. 

Seven Mile. 
19. Pennsylvania— Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Meedville, Erie, Lewisburg, Scranton, }.din- 

boro, Millersville, Lancastér. 
20. Rhode Island—Providence, Newport. 
2t. Tennessee—( hattanooga 
2z. Texas—Fort Worth, Austin, Burnet, Sherman. 
23. Vermont—Northfield. 
24. Virginia—Richmond, Milldale P. O 
25. West Virginia—Parkersburg, Farmington 
26. Wisconsin—Milwaukece, Beloit, Sharon. 
27. Utah—Salt Lake city 
28. Dakota—Maxwell. 
29. Canada—Toronto 
30. England—London. 
31. France—Paris. 
32. Germany—Berlin. 
We receive regularly 21 literary magazines and 22 educational journals, besides 42 news- 

papers. 
From the foregoing facts it will be seen that the Western has been remarksbly successful in 

estaolishing its circulation, and that its office, though self-assumed, has seemed to many to be 
valid 
The letters received from eminent men and women, encourage the belief that the WasTrerNn 

may reasonably hope to become the intellectual medium of exchange between students who have 
a common interest, while their lives are passed in places wide apart. 

The character of our subscribers, as well as the readiness with which some of the leading east- 
ern magazines have proffered an exchange, lead us to believe that the reputation of the maga- 
zine is such as shall be creditable to our city, and to those who use its columns. 

All communications, of whatever kind, are to be addressed to the editor of the Western, St. 
Louis, Mo. 
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AVENUES INTO WHICH OUR WORK 

LEADS US. 

Distance is of as much importance in life as in paint- 

ing. Asa means to self-education we must get away 

sometimes even in thought fram our school-rooms and 

this not less for our scholars’ sake than for our own, 

Our only hope of discovering harmony in the existing 

order of things and of bringing ourselves into relation 

with it is by elevating our minds to such a spiritual 

height that the seemingly isolated facts of human ex- 

perience shall not be so near as to hide from us the 

great chains of events in which they form unimportant 

parts. 

To insist in society upon any of our own little pet 

peculiarities as a means of separating ourselves from the 

majority is subversive of the true end of culture; we 

should rather seek to differentiate ourselves by our 

stronger as piration toward the highest things of life, —by 

our firmer hold on universal principles. 

If we shut ourselves up in our school-rooms, we 

shall not be teachers of highest value even there. For 

cramped and dwarfed in spirit we can only impress our 
45 
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individuality upon others to dwarf and cramp them as 

well. To work as we must do if we gain any heights 

of culture involves for us much present sacrifice. It is 

always so much easier to accept the comfort and ease 

which is near than to strive for the good which is far off, 

especially where the present prize is so tangible and the 

hoped for goal of effort so often but half seen. We 

are weary, rest seems the only thing for which we long, 

but need we seek rest in sloth and inaction? Do we 

not rather need recreation, social intercourse and travel, 

amusements, music and the drama, above all, books? 

Yet not any books: I am not of those who say, Read 

any thing, only read, for 

** The wor'd of books is still the world you know, 
And dwellers in it are less merciful, 
And more puissant.” 

But the habit of study should it seems to me be 

formed. With repetition every act becomes easy, and 

work that tries us sorely at first with its demand upon 

our mental and physical strength will grow at last to be 

pleasant if only some adopted plan be steadily adhered 

to. It is well for us if when we attempt anything in 

life we know definitely the object to be gained. Aber- 

nethy said that if we knew what we wanted we should sel- 

dom fail in means of attaining it. So it is important, first 

of all, to determine as nearly as we can the particular 

objective point at which we aim; this determined, the 

means will be much more easily settled since the direc- 

tion of our study will be in several ways indicated. If 

there be a strong natural bias toward any special inquiry 

that will of itself be sufficient to point out the gate by 

which culture should enter, for it is a significant fact in 

modern thought that it continually emphasizes the fact 

that no science and no knowledge stands by itself. Each 
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special field of inquiry widens as we go on init, and its 

horizon is farther and farther off. Each branch of 

science needs for its elucidation much knowledge of 

many other sciences ; if we will but recognize this fact 

at the outset of our experience we shall constantly in 

study widen our culture and deepen our thought. 

The general needs of man’s spiritual life will also 

indicate the direction of individual work. Whatever 

shall most speedily and most certainly lift us out of our 

own littleness and sordidness into the clear pure at- 

mosphere of universal truth, is a proper means for our 

development. 

To return to our books as the most effective means 

at hand. In our reading we shall begin naturally no 

doubt with novels of which unless our experience is ex- 

ceptional we shall read many poor ones before we learn 

to know and love the really great ones: to continue to 

read poor novels is a fair indication that our experiences 

of life have been shallow and that our individuality is 

not strong, as well as that our literary taste is not artis- 

tic. People in health who find solace for sorrow and 

relief from care, in the love of Anabella and the des- 

pair of Orlando, are usually people to whom life means 

very little, and who accept things as they come without 

the energy to make them better. They seem to have 

a faint notion that they had rather be other than them- 

selves and elsewhere thanin their own lives without the 

energy to incite to definite thought, purpose or action. 

It is natural that early youth with its embryo plans, and 

its kindled imagination, should find pleasure in novels, 

since individual purpose is weak, and identification with 

the novel hero is easy. When we read novels as we 

must do let us be satisfied only with the highest, if we 
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begin, however, with Dickens and the other writers of 

the objective school they will I think satisfy only for a 

time, afterwards writers like George Eliot will seem the 

truest interpreters of the mysteries which lie about us, 

No doubt we begin to read poetry in much the same in- 

discriminate way that we begin to read novels, but if 

any introduction into the realm of poetic art were need- 

ed Mrs. Browning’s Aurora Leigh, which a celebrated 

writer has called ‘‘ the finest poem of the century in any 

language,” would form an easy transition. All Mrs. 

Browning’s poems, however, breathe the same free spirit, 

in sympathy with which we 

‘* At poetry’s divine first finger touch, 
Let go conventions and spring up surprised, 
Convicted of the great eternities 
Bgfore two worlds-”” 

Then too to what serene height of thought does 

Wordsworth raise us. Quarrel with the art form of the 

Excursion as we may, when we have once known it, does 

it not become to us a Gospel, and what infinite hope in 

the Intimations of Immortality. 

‘Not in entire forgetfulness, 
And not in utter nakedness, 
But trailing clouds of glory do we come 
From God who is our home.” 

From these poets we gain sympathy, insight, and rev- 

erence for man in his possibilities ; but from the very 

elevation of thought comes a natural reaction, Words- 

worth himself says it is, 

** The most difficult of tasks to keep 
Heights which the soul is competent to gain.” 

Let us then take Shakespeare, in whose art is reflect- 

ed the harmony of the universe. Since his work is the 

natural and full expression of his all embracing nature, 

it is serene, joyous and free from contradiction. The 

enti ternal annaetialioe: 
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study of the drama as illustrated in Macbeth, Julius 

Cesar, Hamlet, is valuable as fixing in the mind the 

principles of all art and of the special art form; 

while not in life itself will opportunity serve so aptly 

as here to fathom the depths of human motive, to trace 

the effect of influences almost imperceptible yet under- 

lying and connecting all things, to discover how out of 

the heart of man are indeed the issues of life. All the 

elements of character are exhibited, all its influences, 

nothing is extenuated, What the man is we see; why he 

is impelled to act we see ; that to him all the consequen- 

ces of his deeds return we see and must acknowledge. 

There is no sentimentalism here, no fear of painting 

crime and sin and misery. Crime and sin and misery 

painted as they are, preach virtue through a hundred 

gaping mouths. 

Let us read Dante too and Goethe, each offers his 

own explanation of the mystery we call life, let us read 

too the classic poets Homer and Virgil, and the other 

Epic writers. Paradise Lost breathes the free yet aus- 

tere Puritan spirit, in contrast to which the Divina 

Commedia manifests throughout the dependent attitude 

of the mind of southern Europe. Of course, Classic 

and Romance poems suffer in translation sometimes ; 

but Longfellow’s Dante, Bryant’s Homer with Bayard 

Taylor’s Faust leave little to desire. 

We shall not have reached this point, however, with- 

out finding our sphere trenching on history, and my- 

thology, with the philosophy of both. To the latter in 

its widest possible sense Hegel’s Philosophy of History 

will open up the way; while for necessary information 

in regard to facts, sources of knowledge are always at 

hand, in Niebuhr, and Grote, and Curtius, and Merivale, 
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and Gibbon, and Mommsen, some of whom reproduce 

very faithfully much of that classic spirit a full breathing 

of which lifts us up forever into the highest realms of 

culture and of thought. 

To return however to the special fields into which our 

school work leads us. Suppose for instance we teach 

English Grammar. What must we know that we may 

teach it well. Ifit is to usa thing without life, the 

articulated skeleton which most of our text books make 

it what elsecan it be to our pupils? but if we in our 

study of language see in the object of our attention 

an organism of wonderful development and perfection, 

and if we learn for ourselves out of just what wants of 

the race it has grown, if above all we remember that 

the language of a nation is the concrete of its history 

and the crystallization of its thought what new life may 

we not bring to our work, with what new zeal may we 

not inspire our pupils. 

Let us recall the growth of our language. The 

Celtic tribes are the earliest known inhabitants of 

Britain, but their language,is weak and lacks indi- 

viduality, it has never affected the English perman- 

ently, it is traced in Geographical names chiefly, but 

shows like Aboriginal languages wonderful adherence 

to the soil. We trace later the successive tides of con- 

quest which sweep over the island; hither came Cesar 

and the Roman Legions. The long struggle for do- 

minion in the island begins, and we have the Latin of 

the first introduction. Five centuries of Roman occu- 

pation pass, and then come in the Anglo-Saxon inva- 

ders whose speech is to prove the universal solvent 

for all the crudities of barbaric dialects and all the re- 

finement of classic tongues. Later come into the lan- 
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guage the Latin of Augustine and the Monks; much 

later with Norman French, the Latin of the Conquest. 

Yet how can we study satisfactorily the sources of 

English unless we know something of the great historic 

movements which affected them. Czsar must be known 

to us and the Rome of the Republic and of the Em- 

pire; we must know something of the migrations of Bar- 

baric Tribes during the Fourth and Fifth Centuries, 

and how they blotted out before them the old classic 

civilizations. We must trace later the working out of the 

religious spirit in man in the period of the labors of 

Augustine; we must comprehend the whole circle of 

events described about the battle of Hastings. All these 

things we must strive to know not merely in their exter- 

nal phases but in the very essence of their relation. Then 

as we learn to define the stages of the growth of our 

mother tongue we shall go in our study from Caedmon 

and Beowulf, to Chaucer and Spenser, and through 

Milton to Shakespeare, coming round again by another 

path to the poets. If weare led as we shall of course be 

led to the study of the structure and vocabulary of our 

language must we not know something of Anglo-Saxon 

and of Latin and of French before we may even hope 

to comprehend it, and with all this and through all 

this runs the chain of thought; just so much develop- 

ment of thought, just so much development of langu- 

age. We set out to study English Grammar and see 

how wide the domain into which we enter, History 

and Geography, Political Economy and Philosophy, 

Literature and Religion, each of which divides and 

subdivides. 

The illustration holds good of most of the work we 

do. If we attempt to teach Geography, must we not 
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know something of Geology and Botany and History and 

Mathematics? Everything we teach is related to every 

other thing in the universe. There are no isolated facts, 

there are no miracles, only continuous development, 

only ever present c6-relation. To attempt to do any 

of our work without proper comprehension of its en- 

tire sphere is of necessity to fail to do the work in the 

best way ; for if we direct effort blindly much of it wil! 

surely be lost: unless we realize both the nature of the 

knowledge to be imparted and the powers of the mind 

much effort must be blindly directed. 

Then too for ourselves we must remember that we 

too stand not isolated but each in relation to the entire 

earth and to the whole hierarchy of Heaven. We are 

while in the flesh part in sympathy and sorrow with the 

world; we cannot know ourselves very deeply without 

gaining also knowledge of humanity, nor can we study 

society without having our eyes turned inward to our- 

selves: we dare not then in our attempts at culture with- 

draw ourselves from society. From our fellow men we 

gain sympathy and help which we ought in full measure 

to return. Nor in all our seeking let us fail to seek 

acquaintance with nature, being well assured that 

“‘ Nature never did betray 
The heart that loved her; ‘tis her privilege, 
Through all the years of this our life, to lead 
From joy to joy : for she can so inform 
The mind that is within us, so impress 
With quietness and beauty, and so feed 
With lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongues 
Rash judgments, nor the sneers of selfish men 
Nor greeting where no kindness is, nor all 
The dreary intercourse of daily life, 
Shall e’er prevail against us, or distrust 
Our cheerful faith, that all which we behold 
Is full of blessing.” 

Grace. C. Briss. 
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ANCIENT INDIAN MOUNDS AT FEN- 

TON, ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MO. 

Near the western line of St. Louis County, on the 

right bank of the Meramec river, where it is crossed by 

the Gravois road, lies the town of Fenton. It is about 

seventeen miles distant, southwest, from St. Louis and 

rests ona series of low fossiliferous limestone hills 

rising westward from the river. The inhabitants, num- 

bering some four hundred souls, live mainly by farming 

and burning charcoal, in which article a lively trade is 

carried on. I visited this place in company with Mr. 

F, J. Soldan, and Mr. H. Heilmann, of Fenton. 

The hills in the immediate neighborhood of Fenton 

are profusely studded with mounds and even the town 

itself is built on an ancient burial ground. On Mr. 

Albert Koebel’s farm, situated on the river bank imme- 

diately south of town about a dozen Mounds can be 

seen. The largest is a cone, rounded on the top, about 

fifteen feet high and one hundred and fifty feet in cir- 

cumference at the base. An attempt to explore it 

was recently made. Acomplete skeleton, much de- 

cayed, was taken from a stone grave, near the base, 

and was brought to St. Louis. A fragment of half- 

burnt pottery, made of clay and bits of shell, was found 

with the skeleton. Another grave in the centre of this 

mound was found at a depth of four feet below the sur- 

face and opened. It contained a few teeth, some frag- 

ments of a skull and an arrowhead. A coloney of red 

ants had taken possession of this grave and it seems 
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that they made sad havoc with the bones contained 

therein. In place of bones we found a fine meal, 

similar to sawdust. This grave was surrounded by yel- 

low clay, the other one, first mentioned, by a vegetable 

mould and a layer of grayish dirt. This mound must 

have been several feet higher than itis now. It is 

covered with a rank vegetation, but, between the roots, 

numerous stone slabs standing upright are exposed to 

view. In thesmaller mounds these slabs are found at 

a depth of two or three feet under the surface. The 

earth from the top of the large mound must in course 

of time have been washed away, thereby exposing the 

tops of the stones. No traces of ancient ditches can be 

found around these mounds. Fallen leaves of many 

winters and the washings from the mounds must have 

filled them up if they ever existed. 

Several of the smaller mounds have been opened and 

were found to contain a great number of graves. Each 

mound appears to have been used as a tomb for a whole 

family or tribe. The graves vary in size, but in all 

other respects are alike, built of rough but thin lime- 

stone slabs and contain only one skeleton each. They 

are built somewhat in the shape of a coffin and for an 

adult skeleton are generally about four feet long, three 

feet wide at one end, and one foot on the other, and 

about four feet deep. The bottom is lined with a large 

flat stone. The skeletons are nearly always found in a 

sitting posture and covered with another flat stone. 

The face Was invariably found turned to the east. 

Most of the graves so far opened, contained no imple- 

ments of any kind. One however was found to contain 

besides the skeleton, some thirty or forty arrowheads. 

In another grave, a Jarge piece of polished flint, of oval 
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shape, about twelve inches long and six inches in width, 

probably a battle axe or spade, or perhaps an implement 

used for tanning hides, and a fragment of a battle axe 

made of Porphyry, were found. In one grave recently 

opened a fragment of a flint tomahawk was picked up. 

These articles and two*skulls taken from the mounds, 

found in the position above described, can be seen in the 

museum of the Public School Library. 

The graves, all built of stones set on edge, occur in 

such great number that they are a source of constant vex- 

ation to the farmers who often break their plowshares 

by running against these ancient tombs. Many wagon- 

oads of the stones have been utilized by the Fento- 

nians in paving their backyards. 

On the crest of a hill, a half mile west of town, not 

ess than twenty mounds of different sizes can be counted. 

On these the stones are all exposed and yet so firmly 

imbedded in the earth, that the tillage of the ground 

s in some places utterly impossible. The graves 

opened on this hill were generally empty and consisted 

of small chambers similar to those before described. 

The largest mound of this series is built oblong, some 

fifty feet long and fifteen feet wide on the top, which is 

not rounded, but a level surface. The sides and edges 

are perfectly true. The heighth is twelve to fifteen feet 

above the general surface of the ground. A very faint 

trace of a ditch can be noticed some thirty or forty feet 

distant from the base. 

About a hundred yards distant from this mound are 

situated two conical mounds each about fifteen feet 

high. Trees of three and four feet diameter are now 

growing on them and in their immediate neigh 

borhood. Excavations made here revealed only small 

stone chambers, similar to those in the other mounds. 
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Opposite Fenton, on the farm of Mr. Frank Riehl, 

on the east bank of the Meramec river, another series 

of mounds can be found. A well preserved stone axe 

and several arrowheads were found in the graves there. 

Two miles south, on the north.bank of Horse Shoe 

Lake, the hills are covered with ancient Cemeteries, 

similar in all respects to those at Fenton. On the land 

of Mr. Pate, in the bottom of a ravine, at times filled 

with water, we found some very pretty pieces of broken 

pottery. They are of blackish color, very smooth on the 

inside, but purposely roughened on the outside. If one 

were to press a lump of soft clay against an old gunny 

bag, he would produce a surface similar to that on the 

outside of this pottery. The pieces are about as thick 

as pasteboard, when thrown against each other give 

forth a ringing sound, and are as tough as any of our 

common pottery in use today. They are of superior 

workmanship and seem to have been made of a tough 

blue clay thoroughly mixed with white sand. They are 

coated with a hardening substance of some kind, which 

when the vessel is roughly used peels off. A number 

of shells, much decayed, were found with the fragments. 

In connection with this pottery, it will be well to state 

that shell heaps, containing several cart loads, have often 

been found on the highest hill tops, to which points the 

Meramec river has never been known to rise, and that 

invariably fragments of pottery were found mixed with 

the shells, which are half decaved and brittle. 

On the top of a bluff, also on Mr. Pate’s land, we 

found fragments of pottery of much inferior make. 

The pieces are painted red and the color is well pre- 

served. They are about half an inch thick, smooth in- 

side and out, made of common yellow clay mixed with 
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sand and only half burnt. The fragments are so small, 

that no idea of the shape of the original vessels can be 

formed. Great quantities of flint flakes, and now and 

then an arrowhead are found with these pieces. Pot- 

tery of similar quality and a great number of flint 

flakes are also found at the base of the hills im- 

mediately west of Fenton, on the land of Mr. Vande- 

ver. The fragment of pottery found with the skeleton, 

on Mr. Koebels farm, differs from both of these and is 

inferior in make to either. It appears to have been 

made of vegetable mould mixed with bits of shell. It 

is poorly burnt, of a grayish brown color, porous and 

brittle, but still ot sufficient hardness to retain shape. 

The piece in our possession is too small to form an idea 

ot the original shape of the vessel of which it was a 

part. It is however similar in all respects to some 

specimens found in the Mississippi river sediment in 

Louisiana. A few years ago, a pot about one foot in 

diameter was found two feet below the surface in Mr. 

Wehmeyer’s yard, but was broken by the workmen, who 

considered it of no value. 

About three miles southeast of Fenton is another 

mound of stupendous dimensions, if constructed by 

human beings. It is situated in a level plain, a half 

mile in area, and is about fifty feet high. We did not 

have time to examine it and therefore cannot state 

whether it is artificial or simply a natural formation. 

In the Horse Shoe Bottom, a quarter of a mile dis- 

tant from the ravine in which we found some fragments 

of pottery, a half dozen salt licks are situated. Until 

very recently pieces of old iron kettles, probably used by 

the first settlers, Spaniards and Frenchmen, were found 

scattered around these licks and from this it might be 
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inferred that the ancients also came there to make salt. 

We dug a hole four feet deep near one of the licks but 

found no traces of ancient pottery. An old settler af- 

terwards informed us that a layer of earth at Jeast 

twelve feet thick had formed at this place, since he lived 

in the neighborhood. Our hole was not deep enough 

by eight feet. Our search was not altogether unreward- 

ed. At a depth of three feet we found a few smal! 

snails. 

Fenton seems to have been built on a veritable an- 

cient battle ground. Whenever a cellar or a well is dug, 

skeletons, flint arrowheads and other implements are 

sure to be found. From its position it could be easily 

defended and must in former times have been the 

ground for many sanguinary conflicts. On the north 

the town is bounded by a range of hills, on the west 

and southwest by acreek and behind this (westward) 

another range of hills, and on the east and southeast 

by the Meramec river. 

The space, enclosed as above, can be easily protected 

and must have been at one time the site of fixed habi- 

tations and the home of a numerous population. In 

the town proper, while digging a ditch, large quantities 

of ancient pottery were found amid small heaps of ashes, 

decayed bones and bits of charcoal about one foot be- 

low the surface. The ashes were found in small ditches, 

six to eight inches wide and two feet long. The depth 

was from eight to ten inches. The sides of the ditches 

appeared to have been half burnt by fire and were some- 

what harder than the surrounding earth. 

A quarter of a mile south of Fenton, along the river 

bank, extending from the mouth of the creek north- 

ward are situated two ridges, sufficiently high to prevent 
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the overflowing ot the land at an ordinary rise of the 

river. We did not examine them close enough to ascer- 

tain if they were artificial. If they are the work of human 

beings, then a rich fund of information regarding the 

habits of the ancient builders must lie concealed be- 

hind them. It is hardly possible that such great works 

would be undertaken, if there were not something sub- 

stantial behind them to be protected. 

Of arrowheads we are in possession of not less than 

fifteen or twenty different varieties. Some are made 

of aclear white flint, barbed, beautifully polished and 

of extra fine workmanship. Some are of pink and 

others of blood red color. They differ so much in 

shape, that a description of them would lead us too far. 

In a few years these mounds will have been dug 

away and the last traces of an ancient race in this neigh- 

borhood will be obliterated. It is to be regretted that 

the different Scientific Associations of St. Louis do not 

take the matter in hand and examine these mounds 

thoroughly. It would well repay the trouble. We 

have endeavored to describe what we saw, and hope 

that scientific men will visit Fenton, before it is too late. 

In our investigations we were kindly furnished assis- 

tance by several of the inhabitants of Fenton, to whom 

we tender our cordial thanks. 

F. E. Roeser. 
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THE ILIAD. 

BOOK lI. 

The voice of heaven and reverend age 
Despising, still the chieftain’s rage. 

Greeting her with a cry, with winged words he addressed her : 
** Why here comest, O daughter of Jove that Bea eth the aegis ? 

Is it the outbreak to witness of Agamemnon Atreides ? 
But I will openly tell thee, and this will, I think, be the outcome, 
He will, probably, speedily lose his life by his vaunting.” 

Then to him responded the goddess, Minerva the Bright Eyed : 
“Came I to bring to an end thy passion—if I may persuade thee-- 
Down from heaven, sent by the goddess, Juno the White Armed, 
In whose soul both heroes are equally cherished and cared for, 
Come now, cease from your quarrel, and lay not hand upon cutlass ; 
Nevertheless, with words rebuke, as occasion may offer. 
For I here will avouch, and this will assuredly happen, 
Triple so many magnificent gifts shall repay thee hereafter, 
On account of this outrage. But govern thyself, and obey me.” 

Answering her in return, said then Swift-footed Achilles : 
“Fitting it is, the advice of you both, O Goddess, to follow, 
Even though never so bitter my anger ; and it is right, too, 
Who to the Gods is submissive, even to him do they hearken.” 

Spake he, while on the hilt of silver holding his strong hand. 
Back in its scabbard his cutlass he thrust, nor obeyed not 
Pallas’s admonition. 
Home of the Aegis Bearer Jove, and the other Divine Ones. 

And she returned to Olympus,— 

Now, still further, Pelides, with insulting expressions, 
Spake to Atreides, and in nowise restrained he his choler: 

“ Drunkard ! that hast the eyes of a dog and the heart of a roebuck ! 
Neither ever in harness to march with the forces to battle,— 
Neither to go to an ambush along with the bravest Achaians, 
Hast thou dared in thy soul; for that seemed dangerous to thee, 
Much more pleasant it is, through the wide encampment of Grecians, 
Him to deprive of his presents, whoever speaketh against thee! 
People-devouring monarch !—that over cravens dost lord it, 
Else, Agamemnon, to-day were the latest thou wouldst dishonor! 
But I openly say, and with strong imprecation I swear it— 
Yea, by this my scepter, that neither leafage nor scions 4 
Beareth, sithence it first was sent from its trunk in the mountains, 
Neither sprouteth afresh—for the copper hath pared from about it 
Leafage and germ—yet this to day the sons of the Grecians 
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Carry a palm as judges—even they who the statutes 
Guard by commandment of Jove—this mighty oath do I swear thee— 
Yet shall the wish of Achilles come to the Sons of the Grecians 
All; nor to them shak thou have power—however it pain thee— 
Aid to afford, when multitudes, haply, by murderous Hector 
Slaughtered, shall perish ; and thou shalt gnaw thy spirit within thee, 
Raging ; because thou rewardest with naught the bravest of Grecians.’’ 

Thus Pelides spake, and earthward cast he his scepter, 
All bestudded with ouches of gold. Himself then he seated. 
Now confronting him raved Agamemnon. But, Nestor between them 
Darted—the Pylian orator, peasant spoken and clear voiced 
And from his tongue there flowed an eloquence sweeter than honey. 
Two generations already, from him, of articulate mortals 
Vanished were, who with him were aforetime nurtured and living 
In most hallowed Pylos; and over the third he was ruling. 
He, sagaciously pondering, spake, and addressed them in this wise : 

** Gods! How miglity a sorrow is come to the land of Achaia! 
How it will gladden Priam ! and the children of Priam! 
And in their soul would the rest of the Trojans be mightily gladdened ; 
Should they gather the whole concerning the wrangling of you two, 
Who o’ertower the rest of the Grecians in council and battle. 
Be persuaded~ for ye are both of you younger than I am 
Seeing that formerly I with warriors braver than you are— 
Heroes !—intimate was, and they did never rebuff me. 
For I never as yet saw equal heroes, nor shall see— 
Such as Peirithots and as Dryas, shepherds of peoples, 
Coenius and Exodius, Polyphémus the godlike, 
And the Athenian Theseus, mirror of the immortals ! 
Mightiest these indeed, of earthly heroes by birthright ! 
Mightiest they became, and with the mightiest battled !— 
With the mountain inhabiting Centaurs and wholly destroyed them. 
Even with these was I intimate, on my arrival from Pylas— 
From the Aprian region afar off, sithence they called me. 
And I battled my very best; but nobody with them 
Now, of mortal and earth-born men, would venture to combat. 
Yet my counsel they herd, and to admonition submitted. 
Nay, submit ye also, since to submit is the best thing, 
Neither do thou, so brave as thou art, of the maiden deprive him 
But allow the gratuity given him first by the Grecians. 
Neither do thou Pelides, consent to thy liege to oppose thee 
Strength ’gainst strength ; since never attained to similar honor 
Sceptered sovereign ; and Jove hath to him allotted the glory, 
And, though thou be the braver, and hast to thy mother a goddess, 
Nathless he is the stronger, sithence the many he ruleth. 
Also Atreides, do thou thine anger assuage; and again I— 
I pray—cease from thy strife with Achilles, who greatly to every 
Grecian is a protection against misfortnne in battle.’ 
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And in answer to him said Agamenmon the Mighty : 
‘Certainly, reverend sir, all this thou fittingly speakest. 
But to be over the rest of us all, this gentleman wishes !— 
Wishes to govern us all, and over us all to be despot !— 
All to control with his finger !—which I don’t mean to submit to! 
If the immortal Gods have stationed him as a soldier, 
Have they, for that, ordained him a mother of animadversion ?—” 

Him at once interrupting, responded the godlike Achilles : 
“ Aye, with propriety would I be called both coward and worthless, 
Did I, in every matter, submit to thy every order, 
That enjoin on the others yet, Me, never, I pray thee, 
Signal : for I, for my own part, mean no more to obey thee. 
But, I will say unto thee, and ponder it o’er in the bosom ;— 
Not, indeed, with my hands will I fight on account of the maiden, 
Either with thee, or another, seeing ye take who have given. 
But of the rest—whatever my swift, black galley containeth, 
Thereof nothing or take or touch, without my permission, 
Try it, indeed, if thou wilt, that thou mayest know it, and witness 
On a sudden thy black blood spurting over my spear-beam !” 

Jas. A. MARTLING. 

THE EVER-RECURRING PROBLEM. 

In 1811 an Italian named Avogadro announced the 

important law that “Equal volumes of all substances, 

when in the state of gas, and under like conditions, con- 

tain the same number of molecules.” Three years later 

the same law was reproduced and announced in France 

by Ampére. Sir William Thompson, of Scotland, has 

since made some remarkable experiments and measure- 

ments which seem to prove, 1), that the diameter of 

a molecule is between 0,000,000 294 5,000,t00,000 Of an 

inch; and 2), that in a cubic inch of any gas ‘“‘when 
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the barometer marks 30 inches and the thermometer 

32 degrees Fahr.,” the number of molecules is repre- 

sented by the twenty-third power of ten!* This is suf- 

ficient to allow 100 molecules to each cubic inch through- 

out a space whose height is equal to its breadth, whose 

breadth is equal to its length and whose length is 250,- 

000 miles. 

Far within this limit of expansion the matter of the 

sun would be sufficient to reach out and absorb the 

entire planetary system, all the bodies of which being 

reduced to vapor and blended with the sun’s dilated 

mass would give a total of vapor whose density would 

be many times that of our hypothetical cube. But the 

mutual attractions of particles ina fluid mass are of such 

nature that, if not powerfully constrained from with- 

out, the particles will so arrange themselves that their 

total mass will assume the spherical form ;} and on the 

presumption that, the matter of the solar system was 

once actually reduced to the state of gas there would be 

as the result a huge sphere whose diameter would far 

exceed that of the present orbit of Neptune. Further- 

more the probabilities that the matter of such a sphere 

would not be exactly balanced about its center are in- 

calculably great, in which case a rotary motion would be 

set up in the sphere, which motion must become greatly 

accelerated with the contracting of the mass due to its 

radiation of heat into surrounding space. But with such 

rotary motion and in the direct ratio of its rapidity 

*The New Chemistry: J, P. Cooke, Jr. 

tPlateau (a Belgian, born 1801), formed of water and alcohol a mixture of 
the same specific gravity as oil and found that a mass of oil suspended in it al- 
ways assumed the spherical form. In one of his lectures Tyndall exclaims in his 
poetic way: ‘ What rounded the sun and planets? that which rounds a tear— 
molecular force.” 
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would be developed a line of centrifugal force about the 

equator and a consequent accumulation of an equato- 

rial belt* of the gaseous matter beneath which the spheri- 

cal mass would go on contracting until separated entire- 

ly from the belt, which would thus become a vast ring 

filling an orbit about which the particles must continue 

to travel and in which they must at length become ag- 

gregated into a sphere which would thus form the first 

planet—presumably, up to the present, Neptune. This 

process continued would produce the remaining planets ; 

and, repeated on smaller scale, the satellites of the five 

planets which are thus attended. 

This theory of the formation of the solar system, 

first announced by Kant in 1755 and soon after (1796) 

independently by Laplace,} and again (1858), restated 

and evidences in its favor brought together by Herbert 

Spencer, { is now almost universally accepted by men of 

science.§ 

Following this came, very naturally, the doctrines of 

Progressive Development in the organic kingdom, 

vaguely hinted indeed from the earliest times, and more 

distinctly set forth by Lamarck (1809) but first pre- 

sented in its completeness by Mr. Darwin (1859) in his 

work on the “‘ Origin of Species by Means of Natural Se- 

lection,” and which fixed upon the doctrine the title of 

“Darwinian Theory.” Applying alike to the ani- 

mal and to the vegetable kingdom, this theory was cal- 

culated, if accepted, to work a complete revolution in 

*Plateau found that by producing rotary motion in the suspended sphere of oil 
equatoria: rings formed and broke up into spherules. 
+Fiske : Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy: Vol. I, p. 364. 
jRepublished in “Illustrations of Universal Progress: Essay: ‘‘Nebular Hy- 

pothesis.” 
¢Laplace estimated the probabilities, that the similar movements of the system 

had a common cause, are in a ratio of many millions to one. 
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the modes of interpreting facts in both kingdoms and 

it seems already to have nearly accomplished this end. 

But all revolutions bring with them a certain degree 

of excess, and it is no wonder that while dwelling on the 

splendor of such mighty generalizations the intellectual 

enthusiasm of a Herbert Spencer should kindle into a 

dream of and the dream flame out in an all-consuming 

faith in the possibility of constructing a Philosophy of 

Evolution that should explain everything—at least 

everything not absolutely inexplicable! And, the des- 

tructive test of ‘‘conceivability” having been adopted, 

most things—and among them those we most yearn to 

know—are relegated to the realm of the ‘‘Unknowable.”” 

The Platonic Socrates describes himself as hearing, in 

his youth, that the world was completely explained in 

the writings of Pythagoras. With high hopes he sought 

and read them only to be bitterly disappointed with the 

discovery that just those things he wanted most to know 

were left wholly unexplained. So now one hastens to 

study the Philosophy of Evolution and with mingled 

delight and amazement seizes upon its real grandeur and 

symmetry only to be disheartened at last by finding that 

at the really vital points it breaks down utterly. After 

learning that by successive stages of integration from 

a vast nebulous mass our present circling system of 

worlds was formed and that by successive steps of dis- 

integration it will be at length resolved again into the 

nebulous state one longs to know what was before ?— 

what will come after? But whichever way we turn we 

are met by the ominous ‘‘Unknowable” and discouraged 

from further inquiry. After forming some adequate 

conception of thé array of evidence in proof of the prop- 

osition that all existing forms of life were developed 
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through the process of natural selection from a primi- 

tive simplest form of life we press on, with interest now 

thoroughly aroused, to the essential question of the 

origin of this primordial germ but find that Mr. Dar- 

win has not even been drawn into a suggestion, much 

lessa discussion, upon that seemingly unfathomable mys- 

tery. What Mr. Darwin himself would not attempt 

has, however, been undertaken by another disciple of 

the same school who believes himself to have proven 

that the organic is constantly evolved de novo from the 

inorganic. This he claims, and not without apparent 

reason, that every consistent evolutionist must admit in 

order to account for the present existence of the sim- 

plest forms of life. His experiments (described at 

length in the work mentioned below*) are ingenious 

but have this fatal defect, that ineach one where he claims 

to have succeeded he has used organic matter; so that 

in his very attempt to prove the evolution of the or- 

ganic from the inorganic he has presupposed the or- 

ganic. 

But most of all one longs for some solution of that 

profoundest of mysteries, the mystery of Mind. The 

doctrine of Evolution assures us that the highest is 

evolved from the lowest. Undoubtedly the “highest’’ 

is mind, and the highest mind is God ; and we shall see 

presently that the Evolutionist is far from denying that 

there is aGod. But it would seem that the most logi- 

cally consistent evolutionists are those who like Buch- 

ner insist that the evolution of the highest from the 

lowest means simply the infolding of the more from the 

less complex—the building up of the ‘‘heterogeneous’’ 

*The Beginnings of Life: H. Charlton Bastian. 2 Vols. London and New York. 
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from the “Shomogeneous”—and can have reference only 

to distributions of matter by means of force ; according 

to which view “‘mind” is either merely a mode of the 

existence of matter and hence not immortal (which view 

Bichner accepts) or it belongs in the realm of the “‘Un- 

knowable” and is, hence, beyond investigation. Now 

consciousness certainly does not in any sense resemble 

either matter or force or any imaginable product of 

them, and hence an application of the evolutionists 

own test of conceivability must compel him to admit 

that the explanation of this and other manifestations of 

mind cannot be found within the realm of Matter and 

Force—that it must, in fact, be sought outside the re- 

gion of the “‘knowable.” Yet J.S. Mill, skeptic by 

constitution and, as the phrase goes, ‘“‘atheist’’ by edu- 

cation,* was constrained to admit the validity of the 

argument from design in proof of a Deity ;+ and Mr. 

Spencer himself takes special pains to say with all clear- 

ness that if we must accept the alternative of either 

construing matter in terms of mind or of construing 

mind in terms of matter the former must be our choice. 

But whether we are compelled to accept this alternative 

is left an open question: so that to our inquiries as to 

the constitution of Matter; the nature of Force; the 

Before and the After, looking from our present universe; 

the origin of life, such as we know it; above all, as to 

*Concerning his father’s reputed atheism J. S, Mill says: “Finding, therefore, no 
halting place in Deism, he remained in a sate of perplexity, until, doubtless-after 
many struggles, he yielded to the conviction that, concerning the origin of things 
nothing whatever can be known, Thisis the only correct statement of his opin- 
ion; for dogmatic atheism he looked upon as absurd ; as most of those whom the 
world has considered atheists have always done.”” Autobiography: London 
Ed., p. 39. 

Psychology: Vol. I. P. 159. 

tIbid: Essay on Theism. 
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the nature of spirit and the probability or possibility of 

immortality, the philosophy of Evolution gives no dis- 

tinct answer. A remarkable attempt* has indeed been 

recently made to prove immortality from the standpoint 

of this philosophy—with what results it is not difficult 

to show. The ‘‘axioms” on which the arguments of 

the authors are based are 1, a Deity whose existence is 

assumed to be ‘‘absolutely self-evident ;’’ 2, the per- 

manent embodiment of every finite intelligence; 3, 

permanent consciousness ; 4, an organ of memory; <5, 

such frame and such universe as to secure continued 

power of voluntary action, and 6, absolute continuity. 

That these ‘‘axioms” are at best no more than postu- 

lates the student of philosophy will at once recognize. 

The first, so far indeed from being ‘‘absolutely self- 

evident,” is the problem of philosophy upon the solution 

of which depends that of every other problem man can 

propose. The second, fourth, and fifth ‘‘axioms” as- 

sume the impossibility of mind existing except in con- 

nection with a material organism. In fact the au- 

thors distinctly say (p. 48) that ‘‘we cannot conceive of 

purely finite intelligences existing in the universe with- 

out some sort of embodiment.” How destructive the 

test of “‘conceivability!”” Fifty years ago most people 

would have argued—provided they could have had pa- 

tience to argue at all upon the subject—that ‘‘we can- 

not conceive of purely finite intelligences, subject to 

physical laws and dwelling on this planet, ever, by any 

means, discovering the chemical constitution of the 

fixed stars.” Yet, it is well known, within that period 

the spectroscope has been invented and by its applica- 

*The Unseen Universe: Understcod to be by Balfour Stewart and P. G. Tait. 
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tion not only have the elements of the sun and many 

of the stars been made out but the question whether a 

given star is moving directly toward or directly away 

from our system has been answered and even the veloc- 

ity of its movement measured! True the answer is 

only a probable one but the probabilities in favor of the 

truth of some of the answers given by spectrum analysis 

are estimated by Kirchoff to be as a thousand quadrillions 

to one! which might be accepted, even by a skeptic, as a 

fair approximation to certainty. Even so it is at least 

absurd to deny—whatever inference “‘experience” might 

lead us to draw—that the mind may find within itself 

at length not only the capabilities of, but also the appli- 

ances for, acquiring knowledge. If the principles of 

inductive argument prohibit the affirmation of this 

they no less distinctly and positively prohibit its denial. 

It may be remarked by the way that no absolute affirma- 

tion (much less any absolute negation), can take place 

within the field of inductive logic, for the affirmations 

and negations of this logic are based upon experience, 

and an absolute affirmation or negation based on expe- 

rience would require an absolute, that is, infinite, ex- 

perience, and this, it is scarcely necessary to say, only 

an infinite mind can have. 

But so far from the hypothesis of ‘‘ permanent em- 

bodiment” diminishing, it seems rather to increase the 

difficulties attendant upon a belief inimmortality. Pro- 

fessor Bain has pointed out* that according to the most 

refined estimates yet made the total number of nerve- 

elements in the brain is about six thousand millions; 

*Mind and Body: p. 107. Hesays expressly on p. 93, “In the next place 
acquisition has a limit, determined by the amount of nervous substance, that is, 
the size of the brain.’’ 
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and this is considered as indicating the number of ac- 

quisitions the mind can make so long as the brain re- 

mains its exclusive (?) instrument. Hence, when this 

limit has once been reached, no new experiences will ever 

be possible should the brain itself prove to be the per- 

manent embodiment of the human spirit. The point 

to be here observed is that any ‘“‘permanent embodi- 

ment’’ must be subject to the same law; and that, on 

the hypothesis of such permanent embodiment, the total 

round of possible experiences must be exhausted within 

a finite time and the spirit thus doomed to an immortal- 

ity the monotony of which must become insupportably 

wearisome—unless, indeed, the total content of its ex- 

perience being at length reduced by abstraction to abso- 

lute simplicity, the mind, from lack of perception of 

difference, on which consciousness depends, should grad- 

ually sink into forgetfulness and utter annihilation !* 

It would seem indeed that upon this hypothesis immor- 

tality—at least a desirable immortality—would require 

not only that each intelligence should have for its ‘‘per- 

manent embodiment” all the matter of space but that 

this matter should also be infinite in extent !—the lat- 

ter being, without doubt, ‘“‘infinitely” more allowable 

than the former. 

* There is, indeed, one other alternative. Old acquisitions may be lost, says 
Professor Bain, and new ones made in their stead. If now we admit that a per- 
manent material organ of memory is necessary to immortality we may logically 
infer an indefinite series of acquisitions, but after the total number of impressions 
which this organ is capable of receiving, and at the same time retaining, has been 
made every new acquisition will be at the cost of an old one; and, the total 
number of acquisitions possessed at any time being finite, the whole must, within 
a finite time, be exhausted: hence, as impressions of past experiences fade from 
the memory the consciousness of past existence must also be obliterated ; in 
which case there might be an eternal conservation of the individual substance, 
but this would pass through a series of metamorphoses of consciousness neither 
term of the series being related to any other term; and this, clearly, would be 
but a mockery of all ordinary hopes of immortality. 
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The character of the argument by which the authors 

attempt to show how this assumed condition of immor- 

tality (viz, the ‘‘ permanent embodiment” of the spirit) 

is to be actualized may be briefly indicated. From the 

observed fact of the dissipation of energy in the visible 

universe when considered in connection with the doc- 

trine of the conservation or persistence of energy in 

the total there is inferred the existence of an unseen 

universe which alternately receives energy from and im- 

parts it to the seen universe. The medium or “‘bridge” 

by way of which energy. is presumed to be transferred 

and retransferred between the seen and the unseen is 

found in the ether. Indeed in the ether is rather found 

the invisible itself, for the authors ask ‘‘ may we not at 

once say that when energy is carried from matter into 

ether it is carried from the visible to the invisible and 

that when it is carried from ether to matter it is carried 

from the invisible into the visible?’ Referring at this 

point to their previously stated conviction that an or- 

gan of memory is essential to perpetuated existence, the 

authors continue by ‘‘supposing that we possess a 

frame, or the rudiments of a frame, connecting us with 

the invisible universe, which we may call a spiritual 

body.” Now as thought is known to affect the matter of 

the brain, and if by analogy we add to this the presump- 

tion that thought also similarly aftects some part of this 

‘spiritual body” corresponding to the brain of the 

physical, we have an hypothesis that will account for a 

continuation of memory after the dissolution of the 

physical organism and thus show that imortality is mot 

impossible. . 

The result is seen to be, at best, only a negation of a 

negation. A presumed impossibility of immortality 
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has been removed by an argument of which both the 

major and the minor premise are alike unsupported 

hypotheses. For, concerning the ether: according to 

all we know of the relation between elasticity and mass 

the something which is assumed to fill space and which 

we call ‘‘ ether” must, to account for the phenomena of 

light and heat as modes of vibratory motion, possess a 

density far greater than that of steel while the pressure 

it must exert upon any surface is estimated at dillions 

of pounds to the square inch! * and yet worlds move 

through it with inconceivable velocities! In truth, 

when we consider the hypothetical character of the 

“ether” and that the ‘‘ spiritual body” of which the 

authors of the ‘‘ Unseen Universe’ make so much, is 

a purely gratuitous assumption, we must conclude that 

so far as the principal object of the book is concerned 

the best praise we can giveit is that it is a remarkable 

example of bold and ingenious guessing. Assuredly if 

this were the best argument yet produced in support of 

the doctrine of immortality not the ‘‘ orthodox in re- 

ligion” only but all who among men long for perpetu- 

ated existence would be ‘‘in somewhat evil case.’’} 

Such arguments with their results incline one to the 

little hopeful conviction of a brilliant writer on philo- 

sophical themes that the speculative movement of the 

intellect is circular, taking absolutely no step onward;f{ 

or, viewing the various phases of thought emphasized 

in different epochs, the not very different conclusion of 

Cousin appears plausible—namely, that the course of 

philosophy exhibits only successive recurrences of the 

*See quotations from Dr. Young and Sir John Herschel in Fevons Principles 
of Science; Vol. IL. p. 145. 

+Preface to Unseen Universe. 
Lewes: Biographical History of Philosophy; Introduction. 
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four stages, Sensualism, Idealism, Skepticism and Mys- 

ticism. It was with a view to securing an escape from 

this round and to giving a permanent form and char- 

acter to philosophical speculation that he constructed 

his system of ‘‘Eclecticism.”” Hence, as he himself took 

pains to point out, his system had for its goal a pro- 

nounced dogmatism—of course with the understanding 

that this term shall be interpreted to mean a system of 

“settled principles.” This interpretation, however, can 

be accepted only in a very limited sense; whereas the 

founder (and, usually still more, the disciples) of any 

school of philosophy incline to consider the dogmas 

which are the logical outcome of his system as the com- 

plete expression of ultimate Truth. But no two sys- 

tems coincide and the wider the divergence the greater 

the hostility between the schools supporting the several 

systems—out of which hostility comes untold mischief 

to the cause of Truth, the cause in which all, however 

mistaken their methods, are zealously working. The old 

story of the knights and the shield, trite in itself, and 

doubtless a myth to begin with, is yet valuable as em- 

bodying a profound principle ; namely;—That mo know/- 

edge is perfect that does not include the whole. Applying 

this in the field of speculative inquiry we may repeat 

that no system of philosophy is perfect that does not explain 

everything in the universe. Of course to expect that any 

system constructed by a finite mind could contain actual 

explanation in detail of everything in the universe 

would be sufficiently absurd; but, on the other hand, 

once admit that a system can be constructed which will 

take into account the total content of the universe and 

indicate in outline the method of its activity, and it 

follows logically that as the facts of the world——whether 
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spiritual or material—unfold through the ages those 

facts will be found to be in essential harmony with, and 

at the same time to illustrate ever new phases of that 

method, of which the system is but the setting-forth and 

which is thus found to be, though not an actual, yet at 

least a potential explanation of the universe even in de- 

tail. In sucha system we should have a clue to all the 

secrets of the universe, though, as these secrets are pre- 

sumed to be infinite in number, a finite mind would be 

occupied during an infinite time in solving the whole of 

them. 

It is to be observed that such a system would be 

neither materialistic nor idealistic, but doth, because it 

would include and recognize both. But, manifestly, 

just because of its breadth and complexity, such a sys- 

tem would be likely to be, even by its own advocates, 

narrowly interpreted—just as its content, the universe, 

is narrowly interpreted ; some discovering only its ma- 

terial, some, only its ideal phase. 

Now, each succeeding legitimate system of thought will, 

as Hegel has suggested, absorb whatever of truth may be 

found in preceding systems and so be a step nearer the 

desired goal of perfection. And, indeed, it would seem 

that the most advanced stage yet reached is represented 

in the systemof Hegel himself, the central thought 

of which is that the total content of the universe con- 

sidered as infinite is an absolute unity. Mind is recog- 

nized as the Supreme Essence, whatever else exists 

being subordinate to and dependent upon it, while both 

together are but phases. of the infinitely harmonious 

Whole. Were it not that the same thought appears in 

earlier systems one might presume that Lewes had bor- 

rowed from this system, which he so much depreciates, 
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his suggestive definition of matter as the “‘ Passive As- 

pect of Existence.”* It is, in short, in Hegel that we 

find most clearly indicated the steps by which we may as- 

cend—not to the Unconditional, for that would be in- 

finite chaos or rather utter nothing——but to the Se/f- 

conditioned which is absolute intelligence and hence 

perfect order ; whence it is seen that the evolutions of 

the universe} must go on throughout unbounded dura- 

tion—from the no-begining to the no-ending—on a 

scale whose magnitude and grandeur are indeed ‘‘incon- 

ceivable” in their totality from any finite point of view 

but whose actuality is, for all that, none the less mani- 

fest. Sweep together every thing of whatever nature 

that isin the universe and you have the infinite complex 

content all which being abstracted leaves the infinite 

empty form of Being-Nought. Again, appropriating, 

and applying with extended meanings, two terms of the 

Evolution philosophy, it may be said that what Hegel 

calls Becoming is the eternal process of reciprocal ‘‘differ- 

entiation” and ‘‘integration” of the infinite Unit 

which he styles Essence. Finally, when we contemplate 

the all-comprehending thought of the universe together 

with the infinite thinking Principle from which the 

Thought is inseparable we catch a glimpse of what He- 

gel would have us understand to be represented by the 

term Jdea. Manifestly this system has place for, and 

receives without the slightest strain, the whole truth— 

and to us it is a grand truth---of the Theory of Evo- 

lution and even suggests it in outline. Not only so 

but it gives an infinite splendor to that theory which by 

itself with its mysterious boundary of the Unknowable, 

*Problems of Life and Mind: Vol. II, p. 302. 
+Of the universe, that is, considered in its infinite totality. 
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suggests only too vividly that fine figure of Dr. Chal- 

mers (quoted inthe ‘‘ Unseen Universe’) of an illumin- 

ated circle, which the more it expands the more hope- 

lessly extended ‘becomes its dreadful circumference of 

darkness. Nevertheless, just as the Philosophy of 

Evolution has been narrowed and shorn of its approx- 

imate symmetry by those of its disciples who have be- 

lieved it to include only the materialistic side, which it 

specially emphasizes, so the system of Hegel has been 

made to appear self-contradictory by the fact that some, 

approaching it with a strong bias of materialism, have 

found only materialism in it; while others, for a like 

reason, have believed it to contain nothing but the 

most attenuated idealism. Again, the very perfection 

of the system in showing the essential unity and har- 

mony of all that can be properly said to Be has been 

the occasion of an outcry that Hegelianism is Panthe- 

ism, notwithstanding that he proves conclusively and 

never ceases to emphasize, the essential independence and 

supremacy of Mind; so much so indeed that it would 

be far easier to find justification for the assertion that 

he denies the existence of Matter altogether except as 

phenomenal.* Of course those who interpret the sys- 

tem as pantheistic esteem it as essentially anti-Christian; 

and, in proportion to the intensity of their conviction 

*« God is actual, most actual, and indeed the only actuality.’”” Logic; Trans. 
Wallace: p. 7. This sentence would seem, at first a view, confirmation of the im- 
pression one is apt to have on first grasping Hegel’s proof of an infinite self-de- 
termined Mind—namely:—that Hegelianism is but another name for Averroism. 
But one needs only to pursue the argument to be convinced that the highest re- 
sult of the self-determining activity of the Absolute is the evolution of other self- 
determined, and therefore immortal spirits. The point of departure from which 
the proof of this is reached is indicated by Mr. Harris in his /ntroduction to 
Philosophy: Fournal of Speculative Philosophy; Vols. 1 and II; the argument 
being developed in Vol. IV, p. 97. 
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that they are the only true representatives of the Chris- 

tian spirit, view with indignation and alarm any evi- 

dence of its increasing influence. Yet the system is 

profoundly Christian in tone (as those who study it 

carefully will scarcely fail to see) and its founder ex- 

pressly declares that ‘the Christian world is the world of 

completion; the grand principle of being is realized, 

consequently the end of days is fullycome. The Idea 

can discover in Christianity no point in the aspirations 

of spirit that is not satisfied.”"* Indeed, were the Logic of 

Hegel and his Philosophy of History generally and care- 

fully studied by our clergy there would be (we say it 

with all deference) a vast improvement upon the argu- 

nents usually presented from the pulpit in support of 

Christianity. Nor can this be thought a matter of in- 

lifference. It is high time, not only that Christianity 

should be shorn of its disguises and thus reduced to its 

orimitive purity but also that, in face of the really 

formidable attacks made upon men’s faith in it, its fullest 

ustification be ascertained in rational grounds. Indeed 

it is not too much to say that if its justification cannot 

xe found here it can be found nowhere. Even Anselm,}+ 

g through the assumed infallibility of ecclesi- 

ical dogmas, was constrained to say “It seems to me 

1 piece of negligence, if after we have been confirmed in 

the faith, we do not study to comprehend what we believe.” 

In closing this paper it may not be out of place to 

add a word respecting the popular judgment that spec- 

lative inquiry, the object.of which is to obtain knowl- 

of God and through this knowledge to find out 

igin, nature and destiny of man, is irreligious and 
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even atheistic in tendency: as if the spirit’s cries—often 

enough inarticulate and even wild cries—after God were 

a denial of God altogether! Speculative Philosophy 

is undoubtedly “‘skeptical” in its tendency, but skepti- 

cal in the excellent sense of accepting that only which 

is (rationally) seem and finally rejecting that and only 

that which is found to be opposed to reason. Every 

mind ‘‘ speculates” in one way or another and the 

question is simply whether we shall speculate (specu/or, 

to spy out, examine) consciously, with trained, self- 

criticising reason ; or unconsciously, with undisciplined 

and self-confident imagination. 

Ww. M. Bryant. 

A FEW WORDS ABOUT OUR LIBRA- 

RIES. 

After people have learned to desire the wealth stored 

up in books, and after they have through libraries, pub- 

lic or private, accumulated a fair share of this intel- 

lectual wealth, there then begins to develop a new diffi- 

culty, that of choice and selection. Our own libraries, 

while small in comparison with those of London or 

Paris, yet contain so many volumes that many are dis- 

tressed by the very profusion of the feast: the Mer- 

cantile Library in its Annual Report for 1874, esti- 

mates the number of books upon its shelves at 42,013, 
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while the Public School Library had May ist, 1874, 

38,758 volumes, thus offering a total of 80,771 vol- 

umes. To make these resources available to the few 

thousand readers who alone find their interest in books, 

the libraries have catalogues both alphabetical and class- 

ified from which one may learn their possessions, 

together with the wealth or poverty of resource in any 

department. Unfortunately, however, those who use 

books do not find their greatest need to be the know!l- 

edge of what might be read, or even what works of any 

author belong to the library: they more frequently re- 

quire to be told where they can find information upon 

topics which happen to excite their personal interest. 

Thus far the responsibility of answering this question 

has been devolved upon the librarian, and the means at 

his disposal have necessarily been insufficient. A libra- 

ian, however competent, is but one individual, and can- | 

not discharge an infinite number of dissimilar duties. 

The means of library corporations are always limited, 

and hence the librarian is too often required to occupy 

himself as custodian of the books, and as an actuary ; 

the inevitable result of these occupations is an insuffi- 

ciency of leisure for the multifarious reading which 

alone can qualify him to serve as a mentor; he can 

at best minister to such intellectual needs only, as are 

identical with his own, or to such as can, be judged by 

the low standard of present popularity. : 

To be sure there are bibliographies or “‘ catalogues 

raisonées,” but these form in themselves a collection 

many times greater than the nine volumes which Leib- 

nitz considered essential for his own needs; they are 

furthermore prepared to meet certain wants which are 

not always those felt by the librarian, and they unfor- 
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tunately leave unanswered questions more pressing than 

those to which they give reply. These considerations 

have made it seem desirable alike in the interests of 

readers and of librarians, to call special attention to 

some of those instrumentalities by the use of which 

the accumulations of our libraries may be rendered 

more directly available; for it is painful to think of the 

number who are in conscious want of intellectual aid 

and who yet know not how to avail themselves of the 

profuse resources at their command. Such books as 

form the occasion of this article will do much to aid the 

reader, while if this aid be found real it will be very 

practicable to irduce readers to give the results of their 

own reading. 

Books like Moore’s What to read and how to read it, 

and Putnam’s Best Reading can but be found service- 

able by all: the latter may well serve as an illustration. 

‘Under four hundred different topics,” arranged al- 

phabetically, it “‘ quotes the titles of such books as are 

best known, and most surely acceptable.” It omits all 

mention of ‘‘1, Law Books, II. Theological and Reli- 

gious Treatises. III. Sunday School Books, 1V. Tech- 

nical Works, in Science and Art. V. School Text- Books. 

VI. Anonymous and Doubtful Novels.” It endeavors 

to mention such editions as are at once convenient, ac- 

curate, and least costly, while it adds the place of pub- 

lication and the retail price. Further, works named are 

distinguished as (a.) works for the average reader, (b.) 

more elaborate and costly books which are adapted to 

to the wants of the special student. 

To illustrate by a single example: Greece—Ancient (see also 

Athens and Ancient History.) 
b. Arnold, Rev. T.—History of Greece. 

Becker—Charicles: Manners of Greece. 
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Boeck—Public Economy of Athens. 

Bonner—Child’s History of Greece. 
Bulwer, Sir E. L.—Athens, its’ Rise and Fall. 

Felton—Greece, Ancient and Modern, 

Finlay, G.—History of Greece. 

Gladstone, W. E.— Juventus Mundi, 

Homer and the Homeric 

Thucydides—History (translated by Dale). 

Wacksmuth—Political Antiquites of Greece. 
Xenophon— Works (translated by Smith). 

Anabasis (translated by Smith). 

Works (translated by Watson.) 

Curtius— History of Greece. 

Elon—Specimens of Greek Classical Poets. 
Grote—History of Greece. 

Heeren—Politics of Ancient Greece. 

Keightley—History of Greece, (elementary). 
Mitford—History of Greece. 

Miiller, C. O.—Athens and Attica. 

St. John—Manners and Customs of Ancient Greece. 
Schmitz —History of Greece. 

Smith, W.—Smaller History of Greece. 
Students History of Greece. 

Chirlwall—History of Greece. 

Thucydides—History (translated by Smith). 

Succeeding this part of the Manual, is a list of “Col- 

lected Works of Standard Authors,’ thenan “Appendix,” 

‘List of Young People’s Books,’ and finally a ‘‘ Cata- 

logue of Literary Perioditcals.’’ Part II. consists of 

four essays, I. ‘‘ Readings on ‘ Reading, or Selections 

of Wise Words.’” These enforce the duty of owning 

books, the pleasure and value of books and reading, 

and give directions ‘‘how to read books,” and ‘‘how to 

choose books:”” II. Reading and Courses of Reading, 

by Fred, B. Perkins: III. On Owning Books: IV. 

Book Clubs. 

The Boston Public Library is perhaps the best in the 
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United States, and the resources at its command have 

enabled it to avail itself of the constant efforts of a 

librarian who is remarkably well qualified to constantly 

further the higher interests of the community to which 

the library ministers. This library has recently issued 

a classified catalogue of Historical Fiction, and a small 

library primer. This latter book intended to cultivate 

self-help upon the part of the reader, is by far the best 

of bibliographies for all but the most scholarly people; 

it is obtainable at trifling cost and it would be well if 

our libraries were to supply their readers as in the case 

of catalogues. Our libraries have perhaps rather trans- 

‘cended than fallen short of the needs of our people, 

and one of the most pressing of needs is that means 

should be devised for bringing people to an acquaintance 

with what they desire to know. With a wealth of 80- 

000 volumes none of which belong to our Black Let- 

ter Literature, the addition for the next few years may 

well be confined to such new books as are required by 

demand, while the greater part of our library resources 

may well be employed in utilizing the wealth already 

in possession : in the conversion of our intellectual re- 

sources into intellectual capital. Certainly all readers 

will admit that their most frequent question is, what is 

there that bears upon interests of which I am conscious, 

and they will welcome any measures that will render 

self-help possible. During the past year it was pro- 

posed to make a topical catalogue of our libraries so 

that one might readily be directed to his object of 

search. To render such a work exhaustive must be the 

labor of several years and must employ the undivided 

labor of a competent librarian ; but there is no reason 

why some deparments should not be thus wrought out 
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beginning with those which the Librarian finds to be 

of most general need. The card catalogues in our li- 

braries are doubtless familiar to all and it has been 

proposed to have similar catalogues by topics---thus: 

Grote, George (Referred to by) Niebuhr, (in) (Vol. cap. §. or 
page. 

Ed. Rev.—Vol. 84, p. 345. 
Vol. 91, p. 94. 

Lond. Athen. 
A. Alison—-History of Europe. 

Westminister Review—Vol. 46, p. 381. 

Black wood’s-—Vol. 62, p. 129, 

Dub. Univ. Rev.—Vol. 28, p. 201. 
Vol. 35, p. 753. 

Eclectic Rev. 4 S.—Vol. 20, p. 257. 

Vol. 22, p. 289. 

Christ. Rev.—Vol. 16, p. 48. 

Christ. Exam.—Vol. 48, p. 292. 
Vol. 86. 
Vol. 88. 

L. Q. Rev.— 1846. 
1850. 
1856, 

Jan.—1866. 

Mérimée. Meélanges historiques et litteraires. 

The necessity of some such work is real notwith- 

standing the existence of such books as have been men- 

tioned and notwithstanding the numerous bibliograph- 

ies, indexes to magazine literature, etc., etc. Readers 

lack intensity of interest or else leisure to first expend 

long periods of time in the study of manuals before 

they even approach the immediate objects of their in- 

terest ; while at the same time the aim of each separate 
. * . . . . 

book is so limited as to be susceptible of being used 

rather than directly useful. One needs to know what 

the library contains that is likely to meet his wants 
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rather than what the world affords, while it still remains 

inaccessible. 

Physical science and literature are the two main d!- 

rections in which general interests run, and the un- 

trained reader and the student alike need to have suc 

preliminary direction as shall prevent the discourage- 

ment that followes the wastage of misdirected effort. 

The inconveniences attending the use of a public libra- 

ry can be rapidly removed if those who feel them make 

known their wants and co-operate with the librarians 

and directory rn their efforts to further the best inter- 

est of all concerned ; and a step in the right direction 

will have been taken when itis felt that the purchase 

and ‘possession of new books is not the sole or even 

the chief function of such institutions. People wi 

read whenever they find that reading contributes to 

their amusement or to their interests, and in propor- 

tion as people read and read intelligently will the libra- 

ries receive a liberal support and best fulfill their mis- 

sion. To utilize the resources of our libraries is ¢hex 

a more pressing need than to increase the number of 

those who hold but a nominal membership and who 

contribute only the small fee which is required for that 

end. The connection between intelligence and a hig 

degree of material prosperity is but too evident in the 

continued political and social supremacy of the olde: 

cities, and if the West would have cause as well as op- 

portunity for boasting, then must there be made a 

closer connection between the libraries as intellectua 

storehouses, and the living interests of those who are 

expected to profit by their accumulations, 

H. H. Moracan. 



THE TRAGEDY OF CORIOLANUS. 

(Concluded from the November Number.) 

We now pass to the domestic thread which intermin- 

gles and finally determines the. political thread of the 

The Family in its various elements is brought 

before us in a series of marked characters, representing 

its different relations. Volumnia, the mother of Co- 

riolanus, is the typical Roman matron, who has subor- 

dinated her maternal instincts to the feeling of nation- 

The death of her son she even could rejoice in, 

did it occur on the field of battle in defence of his 

Still she is a patrician in the strongest sense 

of the word, though she does not carry it so far as to 

allow class pride to conflict with her love for the whole 

Roman nation. 

henee the Poet has most judiciously omitted all notice 

of him; moreover Coriolanus is clearly his mother’s 

son, in the sense that he has inherited many of her 

qualities. Along side of Volumnia whose highest prin- 

ciple is nationality is placed Virgilia, the Wife, whose 

domestic tendencies and whose deep feeling of Family 

constitute a strong contrast to her mother-in-law. She 

will not even stir out of the house till her lord return 

from the wars. She is quiet and unobtrusive, her world 

is in the domestic emotions, im the love of her husband 

and child; little as is said of her, we nevertheless be- 

hold the clear outlines of the ethical female character 

which never fails to subdue the strongest men. Corio- 

lanus has thus chosen a wife of a nature quite the oppo- 

site to that of his mother ; both together control finally 

his will and his emotions. The little boy, the image of 

The Tragedy of Coriolanus. 

There is no place for her husband here, 
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his father’s disposition, is added to make the Family 

complete. The hereditary principle here involved is 

worthy of notice: character descends at one time through 

the mother, at another time through the father, the more 

intense individuality perpetuates itself. To this group 

of relations is joined another woman from the outside, 

the friend and neighbor Valeria who manifests none of 

the earnest traits peculiar to the other two women but 

is distinguished by a light-hearted gossiping tendency 

which has but little to do with the sober realities of 

State and Family. 

When the news is brought concerning the battle, the 

mother thanks the Gods that her son is wounded, but 

the wife is horrified at the thought. At last when Co- 

riolanus returns in all the glory and honor of his prow- 

ess amid the acclamations of the people and patricians, 

the domestic relations of the hero are again introduced 

and characterised. First of all he kneels to his mother, 

respect and obedience to her he regards as the supreme 

duty. Then he addresses his wife who is silent though 

‘weeping tears of joy at his triumph. The delicacy of 

the delineation must be felt by every reader of taste and 

penetration. The mother now sees her strongest wishes, 

her wildest fancies realized, her son has come to be re- 

garded as the savior of his country. One thing remains: 

the highest honor of the State, the summit of a Roman's 

ambition is yet to be conferred upon him. How he 

destroys his prospects by his headstrong passion and 

pride, and by his hatred of the plebeians has been al- 

ready narrated. 

The family relation is the third time introduced in 

order that its attitude may be portrayed in this conflict 

between Coriolanus and the people. As the end is now 
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a political one, the mother alone appears for she has a 

political purpose throughout the play. What will now 

be her conduct toward her son? Will she side with his 

extreme partisan views or will she be in favor of concil- 

iation? Anyone who has carefully observed her char- 

actér hitherto will have no difficulty in deciding which 

of the two courses she will take. Volumnia has her 

deepest principle in the love of country, though she is 

patrician to the core and hates the plebeians as a party. 

At this point she and her son separate, it becomes man- 

" jfest that the ultimate controlling trait of each is dif- 

ferent. Even Coriolanus is mistaken about this ele- 

ment of her character, he is astonished that his mother 

does not approve his course, she who was wont to heap 

the most opprobious epithets upon the people. There- 

fore he imagined that she as well as himself hated the 

plebeians more than she loved her country, Volumnia 

urges reconciliation, she advises dissimulation, policy 

is her watchword; her highest personal ambition is to 

behold her son the chief man of the State. Still he is 

obstinate; finaliy she intimates that he dishonors her, 

that death must be the result of his conduct. She also 

strikes the true distinction between them : 

Thy valiantness was mine, thou suck'dst it from me ; 
But ow’st thy pride thyself, 

Coriolanus yields, for the filial bond was the strongest ir 

his nature; to it everything else was subordinate. He 

seeks the people, a word causes him to lose his temper, 

his mother after all fails to mediate his party hate and 

subordinate it to the good of the country. 

Such is the first general movement of the drama. It 

portrays Coriolanus in his transition from being the hero 

of the external conflict to being the victim of the in- 
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Family. The difficulty is, Coriolanus can not pass from 

the soldier to the citizen, from war to peace; the man of 

a different class or of the opposite party he regards as 

a public enemy, as a Volscian ; he transfers the intensity 

of the military struggle to the peaceful rivalry of* the 

political struggle. Now as party organizations are in- 

herent in the very nature of the State, it is evident that 

such a man must be ejected from the State as incom- 

patible with its existence. His political enemies, it is 

ternal conflict with the attempted mediation of the 

true, are not without guilt, for they seek to take ever 

advantage of his weaknesses. Still the blame must attac 

mainly to him. Now what will such a person do in his 

banishment? His mother fears his disposition as we 

as his dark intimations; she desires Cominius to ‘ac- 

company him in his exile in drder to keep him out of 

any alliance hostile tothe country. How different is 

she at present from what she was when Coriolanus went 

forth to the Volscian war! Now she seems utterly bro- 

ken down, for her son is disrupted from the State and 

her hopes are crushed forever. That is, in separating 

from Rome, he has separated from her highest end, 

while he was fulfilling the same when he was in the war. 

The second general movement of the drama exhibits 

Coriolanus in conflict with his country, and the success- 

ful mediation of his Family, though involving his own 

destruction. The main stress must therefore be laid ix 

this part upon the external collision of the State, since 

the existence of the latter is threatened from without, 

as its repose was previously assailed from within. Co- 

riolanus will pass over to the enemies of his nation, for 

such a course lies in his standpoint as hitherto devel- 

oped’; his hate of the opposite party is greater, than his 
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love for the whole country. Hence he can readily sac- 

rifice the latter to the former. A patrician State or no 

State at all, is the basis of his conduct. Thus he was 

really not a true Roman, he did not accept the Roman 

constitution as developed up to that time, for that had 

already become a mixed government of aristocracy and 

democracy. Or, to state the same thing in different 

anguage, his pride has carried him into conflict with the 

righest institutions, that heroic individuality which 

shone forth with such grandeur in the Volscian 

war is now manifested on its negative, destructive side, 

for it asserts itself against the demands of patriotism. 

Such is the inner connection of these two movements. 

Coriolanus in disguise first seeks out his greatest foe, 

Aufidius. Why should not they be now reconciled 

since the object of their enmity has become the same? 

Before entering the house, Coriolanus in a short solilo- 

uy seems to comprehend the true nature of his con- 

juct; he intimates in a general way that his sudden 

separation from friends and country has no good ground, 

and that his sudden friendship for Aufidius is equally 

destitute of a reasonable foundation. Still he will not, 

can not, retrace his steps. There is a feast in the man- 

sion of Aufidius, the-servants are busy with prepara- 

tion, the host after some delay is brought in to Corio- 

anus. ‘The latter reveals himself, announces his deser- 

tion of fatherland, then gives his motive and his purpose: 

In mere, spite 
To be full quit of those my banisher 
Stand I before thee here. 

I will fight 
Against my cankered country with the spleet 
Of all the under fiends. 

Revenge is above life, above country. Aufidius in 

the impulse of the moment receives his new guest with 
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the strongest expressions of gratitude and love, and of- 

fers on the spot half of his commission. Of this gen- 

erosity he will afterwards repent. 

The Volscian army is mustered and sets out for Rome. 

Coriolanus has become its idol on account of his sol- 

dierly qualities; war is just the element in which he is 

seen to the best advantage. Moreover a change in his 

demeanor is noticed ; he has quite laid aside his former 

insolence and can even descend to flatter the Volscian 

commonalty. The reason is manifest: he is ready to 

subordinate his most intense personal feeling in order 

to acquire the means of accomplishing his revenge. But 

Aufidius among his own countrymen has been cast into 

the background ; his jealous nature which before show- 

ed such ugly traits is excited anew; a conspiracy is 

formed for the destruction of the new-comer. When 

Coriolanus yields to the entreaties of his mother and 

spares Rome, an adequate ground of accusation is fur- 

nished, the old Volscian enmity is again stirred up, and 

he falls a victim to that people whose interest he had no 

doubt betrayed. 

We now pass to the Roman thread of this second 

movement. The city is quiet after the departure of 

Coriolanus, though the nobility are vexed at the re- 

sult. The plebeians are now the object of the "deepest 

hate of his mother; she curses the tribunes for their 

conduct toward her son; still with all her provocation 

she does not allow her enmity of the common people to 

overcome her love of country. The strongest and most 

severe test has been given, her ultimate principle is 

manifest. The citizens are congratulating the tribunes 

on their victory, when there arrives startling news. Co- 

riolanus has gone over to the enemy and is marching 
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against Rome. A second messenger confirms the in- 

formation, now commences the reaction. The tribunes 

begin to see the consequences of their conduct, first the 

reproaches of the patricians are tauntingly uttered in 

their presence, but secondly their supporters, the peo- 

ple, are much more violent against them, in fact their 

death seems imminent. Still they have committed no 

crime which deserves a tragic fate; after being badly 

frightened they are spared. 

But the Volscians are at the gates of Rome, resistance 

is no longer possible, there must be some speedy relief, 

else the city will be taken. Cominius, the old compan- 

ion in arms, goes out to mollify Coriolanus, the effort 

is fruitless. Then Menenius, the dearest friend of 

Coriolanus and of his family succeeds in reaching his 

presence after much difficulty. The old man with 

tears beseeches him to pardon his own countrymen 

and tries to excite in his breast some affection for coun- 

try. Butclass, friends and fatherland are subordinate 

to his revenge ; to his partisan hate he seems ready to 

sacrifice all ethical institutions. Even his family he ab- 

jures ; wife, mother, and child I know not, says he. 

But he does not comprehend fully his own nature; this 

form of mediation after the failure of all others is now 

to be tried. 

Hence the domestic element enters at this point and 

seeks to save the State from the impending danger. 

The various members of the family of Coriolanus ap- 

pear before him in the Volscian camp; the internal 

struggle begins with great intensity in his bosom, he 

melts at their sight; still he will not ‘‘be such a gosling 

as to obey instinct.” His wife speaks first of their sor- 

row caused by his conduct, but Coriolanus shows the 
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deepest element of his character when he kneels in 

humble reverence before ‘‘the most noble mother of the 

world.’’ She on the contrary offers to bow down to 

him with a sharp reproach of filial disrespect, an act of 

humiliation which seems to Startle Coriolanus as the 

utter perversion of the true relation of things. It is 

clear from these passages that his strongest instinct is 

reverence for his mother and thus the outcome of her 

embassy must be the obedience of her son. Still the 

struggle cannot be settled at once, the idea of ‘‘capitu- 

lating again with Rome’s mechanics’’ comes up to his 

mind in all its repugnance. After the wife, the child, 

and the friend have done their part in softening his 

emotions, the mother takes up the argument and pre- 

sents it with telling emphasis. It is the Family plead- 

ing for country with one of its members, since it must 

perish with that country. How dire is its wretchedness: 

Making the mother, wife, and child t 
The son, the husband ar he father rit 
His country’s bowel 

Here the domestic relations are stated in full. But 

this is not all; the conflict extends into religion, their 

prayers are a contradiction. The highest principle of 

Volumnia has been stated to be nationality; if she can- 

not mediate her son with her country, she will seek 

death from his very act: 

Here we have the strongest and most terrific image 

of filial violation, Strange to say the wife, Virgilia, 

now utters the same sentiment; her mild nature has 

been absorbed in the colossal will of the mother. That 
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is, his family in all of its relations will be swept away 

in the destruction of the State. The only exception is 

his boy, another genuine Coriolanus, who will not sub- 

mit to be trampled upon by an enemy. Still her ap- 

peals are not answered, she begins to dispair of success. 

Then with lofty contempt she turns away disowning her 

motherhood : 
This fellow had a Volscian to his mother, 

and all his other domestic relations are denied to him. 

This is too much for Coriolanus, his strongest tie he 

can allow to be severed, he might even contemplate his 

mother dead, still he would be her son. But disowned, 

denied to be her offspring, that cuts deeper than her 

death. He yields, Rome is saved, but he declares to 

his mother that he will probably have to die for his act. 

To which declaration she gives no answer, Country is 

with her above son, its salvation being accomplished, 

she and the family in general return to receive its grati- 

tude. | 

We thus find that Coriolanus did finally meet with 

something to which he yielded. Pride is the word em- 

ployed by the Poet, and his various transitions may be 

regarded as so many phases of his pride, of his refusal 

to subordinate his individuality to any external power. 

ist. His pride conflicts with Aufidius and the foreign 

enemies of Rome, and makes him the heroic and patri- 

otic soldier of surpassing valor. 2d. His pride con- 

flicts with the Plebeians, an internal party of Rome, 

and makes him the violent partisan. jd. His pride 

carries him to the extent of conflicting with the State and 

makes him the enemy of his country, 4th. His pride 

submits to the Family, in particular to his mother; 

here then it has found its limitation, a limitation which 
48 
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is hinted on the very first page of the play. Therea 

citizen says that Coriolanus had, as the motives of his 

actions, first of all the desire to please his mother, and 

then pride. 

The final solution of the drama namely this media- 

tion of the external collision of the State through the 

Family, seems to be not wholly satisfactory. Wars are 

not thus ended generally, the domestic element is not 

the reconciling principle of the nation. The difficulty 

lies in the the original fable, and makes it indeed a fable, 

unnatural, impossible, but perhaps affecting on account 

of its very one-sidedness. When we reflect that the 

_Roman Family was almost wholly merged in the man 

and in the nation, we may account for Volumnia, but 

Coriolanus is still a mystery or at least an exception. 

Still, given these characters with their relation and sub- 

ordination, this drama is a consistent and most skillful 

piece of workmanship and is at the same time adorned 

with the fairest poetic coloring. 

D. J. Sniper. 

PROCEEDINGS. 

SOCIETY OF PEDAGOGY. 

The first meeting of the year 1875-1876, was held in the “Di- 

rectors Room of the Mercantile Library” on Saturday, Oct. 16. 
After the usual reports the Society proceeded to the election of 

officers and the following gentlemen were placed in office. 
President— H. H. Morgan. Treasurer—Jas. 8. Stevenson. Record- 

ing Seeretary—Frank W. Fitzpatrick. Corresponding Secretary 

—Wnm. Deutsch. Committee on Exercises—Z. G. Willson, F. E. 
Cook and H. W. Jameson. 
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A brief paper on the relation between culture studies and dis- 

ciplinary studies in the Grammar Schools, was read by H. H. 

Morgan and gave rise to an animated discussion in which Messrs. 

Mac Lellan, Stevenson, Fitzpatrick, Cook, Vickroy, Snider, and 

Dixon took part. 

Mr. Mac Lellan opened the discussion of the paper by calling 

attention to the fact that one point in the paper had been re- 

ferred to in a paper which he had read before the Society on a 
previous occasion. In the paper referred to, great stress was 
laid on the importance of teaching scholars the fundamental 

operations of arithmetic, namely, addition, subtraction, multi- 
plication and division, as well as ratio and proportion, upon 

which all questions involving cost and quantity depend, be- 
fore introducing them to the solution of such questions as—How 

much will five pounds of sugar cost at 10 cents a pound? Mr. 

Mac Lellan insisted on the great advantage to be gained by 
teaching a child the fundamental operations, using only ab- 

stract numbers until all the simpler operations can be performed 
not only accurately but rapidly. 

Mr. Stevenson remarked that he had listened to the paper 
with great interest. To him the advocacy of the practical side 

by one acquainted with the opposite or culture side meant vast- 

ly more than all that could be said by those from whom so much 

is heard of the practical, that being the only side with which 

they are acquainted. 

Mr. Fitzpatrick here moved that the discussion be postponed 
until some future occasion in order to give those who felt un- 

prepared to handle so important a subject upon so short notice 
time for preparation. The motion was not entertained. 

Mr. Cook took up the discussion at this point. He said he 

should feel ashamed not to say something on so important a 
question. Though the distimetion between the practica] and 

what had been styled the culture side of education was impor- 

tant, it was at thesame time dangerous. By reference to the 
history of nations it would be found that alternately the one or 

the other side was exalted into paramount importance. Fora 
time every thing tends to the practical, then suddenly a rever- 

sion takes place and all effort takes the opposite direction. Both 

extremes are dangerous; in this however as in other things there 

isa golden mean. The equilibrium between the two sides is 
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maintained by the cultured few who are always conservative 
and are trimmers by education. Ifhe might be allowed to refer 

to his personal experience, whenever he found one of his teach- 

ers apt to run to one extreme or the other all he did was to 

pull the other way slightly, so that the resultant of the two 
forces might be equivalent to one acting in the right direction. 

To illustrate what he meant, one of his classes had just finished 
the “French and Indian War.” If after learning the account 
of the various battles and expeditions, such as the expeditions 

against Crown Point, Ticonderoga and finally Quebec, he had 

passed on to a consideration of the next subject, the facts would 

have been without connection and ina great measure without 

meaning. Instead of pursuing this plan, after going over the 
ground he spent one recitation in showing the scholars the mu- 

tual relation of the several campaigns to each other: how the 

English first attacked the outposts of the French, on all sides, 
in a circle, then gradually closed in on them, each expedition 

nearing the center of attack, Quebec, until at last that strong- 

hold fell. In this way the scholars were led to see the relation 
of the several expeditions to each other and could more easily 

remember the individual facts, having a rational view of the 

whole war. In like manner he not unfrequently asked the 

scholars to te!l him why he had adopted certain measures for 

their government to see how much of discipline they had ac- 
quired. As to methods to be used in accomplishing required re- 

sults he was free to confess that he felt considerable freedom. 
Mr. Vickroy stated that he fully concurred in the views ad- 

vanced inthe paper. While he did not wish to disparage the 

importance of methods in teaching, he thought the question to 

be asked first was: What is to be taught? and then, that ques- 

tion being answered, it is time to ask how. 

Mr. Fitzpatrick remarked that it had been said that the use of 

the Grammar Schools was to fit scholars for the High School 

whereas he thought they should prepare them for practical life. 

He proposed that Mr. Harris be asked to state his views on the 
relative amount of importance attaching to the practical and 

culture side of grammar school education and suggested that 

until such time further discussion should be pottponed. It seemed 

best to the society to go on with the discussion and if in the 
opinion of the members present it would be well to resume it 
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at some future time a motion to that effect could be entertained 
at the close of the meeting. 

Mr. Snider being called upon spoke, in substance, as follows : 
A valid distinction is made between culture studies and practi- 

cal studies or between the culture side and the practical side of 

the same study, Never having taught in a Grammar School he 

said he would not pretend to state where the practical ended 

and the culture studies began nor would he attempt to draw the 
dividing line between the two sides in particular studies. Both 

sides ought to be looked after, but the relative amount of at- 
tention to be given to each should vary from time totime. In 

the lowest grades the culture side should be present if only as 
an adumbration which should become more clearly defined in 
each higher grade. The culture side is necessary to connect the 

‘facts of knowledge just as the child needsa piece of string to 
string its beadson. But you would not emphasize the culture 

side to the exclusion of the practical any more than you would 
give the child nothing but strings instead of beads and enough 

strings to string them on. It had been remarked that the ob- 

ject of Grammar Schools was to fit scholars for the High School. 

In his opinion just the opposite was true. “The High School 

finds its only justification in the fact that it serves to complete 
the course of study commenced in the Grammar Schools. As s00n 

as it ceases to be a benefit to the Grammar School, it forfeits its 

right to exist. It does indeed seem as though the tendency 

were to rush the scholars up into the High School: parents of 

course want their children to advance rapidly and therefore 
strive to rush them on. Perhaps yielding to this tendency too 

much attention is given to the culture side in the lower grades. 

In the High School the culture side is attended to almost ex- 

clusively, very little attention being given to the practical 
studies and this is as it should be.” 

Mr. Dixon called attention to the distinction which should be 

made between generalization and generalities. Teachers in 
higher grades find that their scholars know too many generali- 

ties or general statements which are in no sense a part of them- 
selves; which are external and not the resultof discipline. They 
know the result but have not gone through the process by which 

alone the result can be obtained and assimilated. There should 

be just enough prominence given to the culture side of studies 
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to secure the facts learned, more than this is injurious. 
In regard to the relation existing between high and grammar 

schools, in his opinion there was no difference between fitting 

scholars for practical life and properly fitting them for the High 

School, the instruction which would accomplish the one result 

would not fail to secure the other. 

W.J.S. B. 

TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

The first meeting for the current year was held at Mercantile 

Library Hall, on Sept. 8th. The attendance was large. Mr. 
Auler of the School Board presided. After some time spent in 

singing, Mr. Harris addressed the meeting. He welcomed the 

return of the teachers to their work in a few appropriate re- 

marks and then proceeded to speak of the question of Public 

Schools as affected by the present tone of the public mind. 
There has been for some time past a reaction going on in 

public sentiment. Immediately after the war and indeed for 

several years thereafter the whole tendency of our civilization 

was toward radicalism, now the reaction has come and there is 

everywhere the attempt to return to a simple and substantial 

basis; to retrench in expenditures, to ask the direct use of every- 

thing. This tendency meets usin the schools. The Board is, 

however, slow to retrograde from any position which it bas once 
taken ; its method is rather to move forward. The people are 

more affected by the reaction than the Board. It is well for 

teachers to consider carefully the temper of the public mind 

and to bend their energies toward harmonizing, so far as they 

are able, conflicting elements maintaining meanwhile the present 

advanced position of the Public Schools especially as relates to 

oral instruction, and to music and drawing. It is very import- 
ant, that we give to aesthetic culture its due importance in the 

school-room. For themselves teachers more than any other 

class ought to hold to the permanent and ought to aim at per- 

sonal culture. They should attempt each year to gain new in- 

sights. 

The address of the Superintendent was followed by some re- 

matks from Assistant Superintendent Long. Mr. Long spoke 

of the means of securing the attention of scholars also of meth- 

ods in reading and in arithmetic. 

G.C.B. 
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NORMAL SCHOOL ASSOCIATION. 

The annual business meeting of the Normal School Associa- 

tion was held in the Session-room of the Board of Education, 

on Saturday,the 16th, inst. The reports of the Secretary and 

Treasurer were read and approved, the treasurer’s report show- 

ing a gratifying condition of the finances of the Society. 

The election of officers for the current year was then held 
with the following result: President—Miss Sue V. Beeson, Sec- 
retary—Miss Louise Miller, Executive Committee—Louis Sol- 
dan, Esq., Miss J. Hollohan, Miss Sarah Hunter. The meet- 

ing then adjourned. G. C, B. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

TENNYSON’S “QUEEN MARY.” 

The historical drama may be of twokinds. It may attempt 

to delineate the spiritual content of an epoch, and thus present a 
philosophy of the time, or it may seize its problem in its purely 

human aspects, using the historical background merely as a means 
to heighten interest, and give the picture that remoteness and 

mystery commonly esteemed essential. The drama under dis- 
cussion wavers between the two forms; it would be hard to say 

whether Mary the Queen, or Mary the Woman, be the heroine. 

The epoch to be delineated does not seem happily chosen; a 

slight reactionary eddy in a resistless stream of national thought 
and aspiration, it can be only of minor historical importance. 
It can appeal to no national sympathies; indeed, its central 

figure is fatally obnoxious to English prejudices indurated by 

the centuries. It may achieve a temporary notoriety in connec- 

tion with the present Catholic agitation, but if its chief aim be 
of a transitory political character, it abdicates its right toa 

place in the higher realms of art. 

The unfortunate woman whose heart is here dissected, by no 
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means fulfills the conditions of a great tragic character. The 

opposing elements of the collision are too unevenly balanced ; 
the issue is never for amoment in doubt. Her fanatical antag- 
onizings of the purposes, which have become the very soul of 

the nation, are of necessity only exhibitions of human impo- 
tence and presumption. We see here no heroic character pene- 

trated by the spirit of past generations, and magnificently 
combating the tendencies of the present as unrighteous and 
spiritually destructive ; we see only a frantic woman, feeble, 

and ignorant, attempting, with her delicate hands, to keep out 

the ocean stream pouring in the leaks continual storms have 
made. Itis all in vain ; her ship of statesinks beneath the waves 

that flow on unperturbed. Her relations to her husband pre- 

sent a similar spectacle. Against the rock of his hard and 

selfish nature her impetuous and mutable spirit is inevitably 

broken. Her lack of personal charms, her cravings for love 

and sympathy, her delusive hopes of offspring, all unite in ren- 
dering her powerless in the grasp of a mind sensual, calculating, 

and cold as Philip’s. Her sufferings awaken only Yeelings of a 
painful pity, too frequently passing into the contempt and de- 

testation her follies and cruelties are here to excite, 
The drama does not seem vivified by a unifying idea. The 

scenes are merely strung on a thread of chronologic succession. 

We have an elaborate painting of the historic background, scenes 
explicatory of motives and events, lengthy discussions of the 

political and religious aspects of the time, but no convergence 
to a general effect. The life and reign of Mary do not seem to 

have presented themselves to the author as phases ofa problem to 
be solved; they furnish a series ofstriking pictures, connected by 

various links of association, which make it desirable to group 

them together. The play is more epical than dramatic. It 
seems rather a study of motives than of actions. Scene follows 

scene whose justification lies in the light which is thrown upon 

the time or characters of the chief actors. The writer is so 

anxious that his audience shall not fail to understand, that he 

unduly introduces us into his workshop and shows us how bis 

effects are produced. But attention is thus diverted from the 
completed work of art to the tools and methods of the artist. 

We hardly feel that the era delineated took possession of the 

author’s soul, and building itself in his imagination to complete- 

ness, compelled expression and presentation to the world. 
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Considered purely as a literary performance, the drama is a 

marvel. Its style is clear, vigorous, dignified ; we see in it no‘ 
straining after these archaic effects which appear to be the chief 

endeavor of some recent poetry; the Elizabethan flavor per- 

meates it like a delicate oder or faint reminiscence of past de- 
light. Many of the scenes are finely imagined and nobly paint- 

ed; the fifth act in its intensity of passion and terror of suffer- 
ing it would be hard to surpass; the characters of Mary, Eliza- 

beth, and Pole are charged with life and fervor; their words 
fall from breathing lips, and emerge from beating hearts; of 
Cranmer the conventional Protestant view is presented, a neces- 

sity, perhaps, in a drama with purposes like the present. It 

may seem paradoxical to assert that in a work of Tennyson’s 

there is nothing of Tennyson ; if it had not been, we should 

doubt its possibility; but the lovers of Tennyson will find in the 

play little to remind them of the cadences and diction to which 

their ears have been accustomed. In the assemblage of his 
works, it stands alone and exquisite, but exquisite with a beauty 
wholly diverse from its sisters. The lyrics put in the mouth of 

Mary and the milk-maid are worthy of Tennyson, and do not 
fall short of the sweetest songs he has written. 

It may seem ungracious to fail in admiration of a work by a 
writer to whom we are all indebted for so much of high pleas- 

ure as to Tennyson ; but we cannot believe that “Queen Mary” 
will add to his permanent reputation. With all its noble ex- 

cellencies, it does not attain the height we expect in a work to 
which he affixes his name. A drama from his pen should be a 

delight to all mankind, and a heritage for the ages. 

L. J. B. 

Crass-Book or Poetry, by John S. Hart, Philadelphia: El- 
dredge & Brother, 1874. 

In the West at least, Mr. Hart’s books are less known than 
their merits would lead one to expect. Through the Class-Book 
of Poetry with its companion, the Class-Book of Prose Mr. 

Hart expects to furnish books which will serve the double 

purpose of Readers and Manuals of Literary Specimens. It is 
to be regretted it seems to me, that almost all of our publishers 

demand in a text-book combinations which seriously affect the 
undoubted value that some books would have if they were limit- 
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ed to a single office. As a reader Mr. Hart’s book would be 

‘too homogeneous: literature is not the passion of the child at 

school, and any reader intended for his use, should, it seem to 
me, subordinate literary culture to the more obvious aims of a 

reader. As a Manual of Specimens, Mr. Hart’s book could 
easily be rendered complete and would then be exceedingly 

serviceable wherever the History of Literature is taught. Cath- 

cart’s Literary Reader is much better adapted to use as a general 

reader for advanced classes, but could not very easily be made 
to serve as a complete “Manual.” 

The authors and selections chosen by Mr. Hart are as follows: 

1. Chaucer—Prologue, The Knight, The Squire, The Yeo- 

man, The Nun, The Clerk, The Sergeant-at-Law, The Franklin, 

The Haberdasher, The Carpenter, The Cook, The Skipper, The 

Doctor, The Good Parson, The Plowman, The Miller, The Man- 
ciple, The Reve. 

2. Spenser—Red-Cross Knightand Lady Una, Adventure of 

Una with the Lion, Archimago’s Hermitage and the House of 

Morpheus, Cave of Mammon, Bridal Verses, Music in the Gar- 
den of Bliss, Misery of a Courtier’s Life. 

3. The Dramatists—Ben Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, 
Dekker, Massinger, Ford, Heywood, Shirley. 

4. Shakespeare—Death of Prince Arthur, Hamlet’s Inter- 
view with King and Queen, Description of the Ghost, Appear- 
ance of the Ghost, Ophelia and Polonius, Soliloquy on seeing 

Hecuba acted, Hamlet meditating suicide, Interview with Ophe- 

lia, Directions to the Players, King’s Soliloquy upon his Usur- 

pation, Hamlet’s reproach of his Mother, Ophelia’s Death. 
Love, Anxieties of Greatness, Queen Mab, Bolingbroke’s En- 

trance into London, Leonato’s Grief, Affected Gravity, Henry 
V. to Lord Scroop, Romeo’s Banishment, Macbeth meditating 

the murder of Duncan, Clarence’s Dream, Wolsey’s Soliloquy, 

Shylock, Portia’s ‘Portrait, Mercy, An Apothecary, Speech of 
Henry V. before Harfleur, Lovers by Moonlight, Music, Speech 

of Marcellus, Brutus and Cassius, Brutus on Cesar’s Death, 

Speech of Anthony, Othello’s Courtship, Advantages of Adver- 

sity, The World a Stage. 

5. Raleigh—The Soul’s Errand. 

6. Cowley—Heaven, The Grasshopper. 
Waller—On a Girdle, Old Age to Youth, Go, Lovely. 

R3e. 
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8. Vaughan—Early Rising and Prayer. 
9. Butler—Expedition of Hudibras, Character, Dagger, Re- 

ligion. 
10. Milton—Debate in Pandemonium, Description of Sin and 

Death, and Satan’s exit from Pandemonium, Opening of the 

Gates of Hell, and Satan passing over Chaos, Address to Light, 

Paradise at a Distance, Satan’s Soliloquy, External view of 

Paradise, Internal view of Paradise, Eve’s Choice, Adam’s ac- 
count of his creation, Adam’s account of the creation of Eve, 

Evening in Paradise, Eve’s account of her creation, Eve’s Nup- 
tial Bower, Evening Devotions of Adam and Eve, Satan dis- 

covered in the Bower, Adam’s reproaches to Eve, Repentance of 

Adam and Eve, Sonnet on his Blindness. 

1l. Dryden—Argument for Revealed Religion, Character of 

Good Parson, Character of Buckingham, Mankind, Milton. 

12. Prior—Abra’s love for Solomon. 
13. Addison—Cato’s Soliloquy. 

14. Swift—Verses on his own Death, Competence. 

15. Pope—Moonlight, The Toilet, Addison, Dying Christ- 

ian, Presumption of condemning Providence for man’s appar- 

ent condition, Duty of man to be content with his rank in Cre- 

ation, Wisdom of Providence displayed in the weakness of Men, 
Man not the only being to be cared for, Man essentially Social, 
Happiness dependent on Virtue. 

16. Parnell—The Hermit. 
17. Gay--The Hare and Many Friends. 
18. Phillipsp—Winter Scene in Copenhagen. 

19. Berkeley—Prospect of planting Arts and Learning in 
America. 

20. Johnson—Charles XII, Length of days not always de- 
sirable, True Sources of Happiness. 

21. Watts—Summer Evening, Hundreth Psalm, The Rose. 
22. Doddridge—Epigram. 

23. Young—Retirement, Man, Folly of Worldly Spirit, 

Thoughts on Time, The Good Man, Procrastination, Conscience, 
Conversation, Friendship, Disasters coming together. 

24. TPhomson—Summer Scene, Winter Scene. 

25. Collins—Ode on the Passions. 
26. Gray—Elegy. 

27. Akenside—Moral Beauty, Pleasure derived from Pity 
and Terror. 
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28. Goldsmith—Village Preacher, Village Schoolmaster. 
29. Falconer—Shipwreck. 
30. Beattie—The Hermit. 

31, -Cowper—Lines on My Mother’s Picture, Winter Even- 
ing in the Country. 

82. Barbauld—Wasbing Day. 

33. Opie—Song. 

34. Bloomfield—Soldier’s Return. 

35. White—Star/of Bethlehem. 

36. Grahame—The Sabbath. 
37. Crabbe—English Workhouse. 

38. Rogers—Ginevra, 

39. Wordsworth—The Deaf Peasant, Sonnet and Lines, A 
Portrait. 

40. Coleridge—Christabel. 

41. Southey—Approach to Padalon, Plea of an English 
Pauper Woman. 

42. Burns—Mary in Heaven. 

43. Campbell—The Soldier’s Dream. 

44. Scott—Battle of Flodden, Death of Marmion, Love of 
Country. 

45. Moore—Youth and Age, Reminiscences, The Ghebir’s 

Bloody Glen, This World is all a fleeting Show. — 
46. Byron—Apostrophe to the Ocean, The Gladiator, Battle 

of Waterloo, Parisina, Lines to his wife after their Separation. 

47. Pollock—Solitude. 
48. Montgomery—Night, Home. 

49. Norton—To the Duchess of Sutherland. 

50. Bryant—Thanatopsis. 
51. Willis—Spring. 
52. Halleck—Marco-Bozarris. 

53. Anonymous—Future Blessedoess. 

The selections indicate independent work and not compila- 
tion from other books of specimens and in the main will satisfy 

those who require passages which characterize the introduction 

of so few as three Americans leads one to desire the omission 

even of these. (Eprror.) 

Nores on Paris, by M. Henri Taine. (Translated by John Aus- 
tin Stevens,) N. Y.: Henry Holt & Co., 1875. 
M. Taine has established his reputation as a beautiful and 
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effective writer and his voluminousness is likely to keep his 

works constantly before the public. Henry Holt & Co., have 
already made accessible to English readers the following works 

of M. Taine. 

. A Tour through the Pyranees, 
- Notes on England. 
- English Literature. 

. On Intelligence. 
The Philosophy of Art. 

. The Philosophy of Greek Art. 

. The Philosophy of Art in the Netherlands. 

- The Ideal in Art. 

. Italy, Rome and Naples. 

10. Italy, Florence and Venice. 

11. Notes on Paris. 

The Notes on Paris are lively light reading and presumably 

are free from the necessary short-comings of Notes on England: 

they are the work of a “feuilletoniste,” and as such will interest 

the readers of popular literature, those interested in French 
manners and customs, and lovers of fine writing. While the 

publishing house is the best judge of the popular demand for 
every production of M. Taine’s pen, we may at least recognize 

the valuable character of the publications of Henry Holt & Co., 

and be glad that their enterprise makes generally accessible 
whatever the French regard as their most interesting works. 

arAIarrwns > 
9 

(Eprror.) 

MANUAL oF ALGEBRA, by Wm. G. Peck, L.L.D :—A. S. Barnes & 
Co. New York, Chicago and New Orleans. 

A book of 331 pages, abounding in definitions which leave 

nothing to be desired in the way of simple clearness. All the 
methods of operation are reduced to concise, well expressed 
rules. It is difficult to suggest any improvement in the grading 

character and arrangement of subjects and examples. The 

work deserves special recommendation. (B. V. B. D.) 

PracticaL Ernics: Matilda Fletcher. A. S. Barnes & Co., 1875. 

This little book aims to supply the didactic part of a juvenile 

moral philosophy. The intention of the author is amiable, and 

yet a recognition of her goodness of purpose cannot prevent 

grave doubts as to the wisdom of the work. Philosophy is a 
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dangerous field and moral philosophy is more dangerous than 

intellectual in proportion to the greater gravity of mistakes 
made in morality. The author’s philosophy would hardly agree 

with that of our most reputable moralists, while the language 

of the book would place it beyond the reach of the children for 
whom it was intended. Our juvenile literature as a whole dis- 

plays a great want of adaptation to the resources of childhood, 

and a long acquaintance with the juvenile department of our 
libraries, satisfies me that most books fer children can be appre- 

ciated only by grown people. (Eprror.) 

Harvey’s Reapers. Cincinnati: Wilson, Hinkle & Co., 1875. 
We have always held the opinion that the Reader was the 

most important of all the school books; in consequence of this, 

a new reader is always examined with interest, hoping that the 
perfect one has come, The last series of Readers under notice 

are lettered Graded School Readers by T. W. Harvey. 

The general appearance of the books is very good in respect 
to size, paper, type and illustrations. 

The first book of the series is called a Primary Speller but 
introduces the very good feature of script letters as well as 

printed, so that the child learns to read and write at the same 

time. 
The definitions are clear and examples given under the heads 

of articulation, inflection and emphasis are worth the time that 
is necessary to achieve good results in those directions. The 

diacritical marking of letters is from Webster’s Dictionary. 
The analysis of the selections is particularly valuable. 

The following are a specimen of the questions: “ Relate the 

story”—“What is the force of such an expression” — Describe 

the picture’’—(the word picture is used as the image or scene 

the story has made on the mind)—“What do you learn from this 
lesson,” ete., ete. The selections are generally new and their 
influence good. Good readers may be developed from the study 

of these books but not fine e/ocutionists: taking the definitions 

as given in the fifth book as the basis of the distinction. 
S. V. B. 

BineuamM’s Serres, Latin Prosz Composition. Philadel phia: 
J. H. Butler & Co. 

This book designed to afford an elementary course of Latin 
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Prose for the use of young students is admirably adapted to ac- 

complish the proposed end. The Latin English vocabulary, a 
portion of which accompanies each lesson, contains nearly a 
thousand carefully selected words. Distributed through the 

book, as there is need, are about as many synonyms; this feature 

to which considerable prominence is given is especially to be 
commended as it affords the only basis for idiomatic translation, 

The sentences embracing examples of the various uses of the 

cases and modes are selections from Cesar and Cicero and are 
therefore better calculated to furnish the student with a knowl- 

edge of classical Latin than sentences not taken from classical 

authors. The treatment of the several cases and modes is es- 
pecially noteworthy, being at once clear, concise, and easily 

comprehensible by the average student. 

There is however one omission which for some reason is to 
be regretted. The quantity of final and penultimate syllables of 

words given in the vocabulary has not been marked except in 
a few cases. This omission seems the more strange in view of 
the fact that the marking of the quantity of the vowels in other 

works of the series, as the Grammar and Reader, is claimed as 

a special merit. In the preface the author states that the gender 
of nouns is not given because the pupil is supposed to be famil- 

iar with rules of gender together with the exceptions, by the 
application of which he will soon become familiar with nouns 
in general. In like manner, although no reason has been stated, 

the student may be supposed to have previvusly acquired a 
knowledge of the rules of quantity and to be required to apply 

them to the words of the vocabulary as a part of the daily les- 

son. The adoption of such a course would indeed go far toward 

turning to advantage an apparent omission. 
W. J. S. B. 

REPORT OF THE COMMISSONER OF EDUCATION, 1874. 

The office of the Bureau of Education is “to observe, note, 

and communicate the facts bearing on this most important in- 
terest (education).” The reports of the Commissioner of Edu- 

cation are invaluable to all interested in education whether pro- 

fessionally or as students of great social problems. Public in- 

struction is yet to some an accepted fact rather than a settled 
conviction: and such persons will find these general surveys of 

the educational interests of the country, the only available 

means for a study of the problem. EpirTor. 
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Noticeable Articles in Magazines and Re- 

views. 

Harper's, December. 1. Up the Ashley and Cooper (a 
very charming description of the surroundings of Charleston, 

S.C.) 2. Caricature in the U. S. ( Benjamin Franklin, and 

Thos. Nast,) 3. Richard Baxter. 4. At Windsor Castle. 5. 

The First Century of the Republic (The Progress of the Ex- 
act Scienees, F. A. P. Barnard) 6. Garth (chapter X1 of Julian 

Hawthorne’s powerful story.) 7. Legislative Humors, Paper 3. 

Littell’s Living Age. 1637. 1. Elegies. 1638. 1. Robert Her- 
rick. 2. The American Heroine. 1639. 1. Cowper and Ros- 

seau. 2. Torquato Tasso. 1640 1. The Two Danes. (Thor- 
waldsen and Andersen.) 

Blackwood’s, October. 1. Michael Angelo. 

Fortnightly Review, October. I. Prose Works of Wordsworth. 
2. Charles Baudelaires. 

Scribner’s, November. I. The Story of Aime Maturen. 2. 

The Goethe House at Frankfort. 3. The Hotel of the Future. 
4, Gabriel Conroy. 5. Glass Sponges. 6. Awake: a Poem. 

British Quarterly Review, October. 1. Religious Art. 2. 
Poetry of Alfred Tennyson. 3. Isaac Casaubon. 

Journal of Speculative Philosophy, October. 1. Goethe’s Faust. 

2. Interpretability of Music. 3. Kant’s Anthropology. 

Westminster, October. 1. Montaigne. 

International Review, September. 1. Chas. (Tennyson) Turner. 

2. Industrial Art Education in the U.S. 3. Salmon P. Chase. 
4. Tennyson’s Queen Mary. November and December—1. 

Longfellow and his Writings. 2. Curtius, Miiller and Momm- 
sen. 3. Michael. Angelo. 

New Quarterly Magazine, October. 1. Phillip Massinger. 2. 
The Artistic Spirit in Modern Poetry. 
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EDUCATIONAL MAGAZINES, 

From the September No. of the National Teacher we learn 

with profound regret that the editor, Mr. E. E. White, gives up 

the Journal, to which he has devoted nearly 15 years of earnest 

effort and which he has made one of the best, if not the best 
educational Journal in this country. 

Mr. White has sold the Journal to W. D. Henkle, of Salem, 

O., to secure time for the completion of important literary work, 

which, for several years past, has been postponed ; and also to 
obtain more time for lecturing and institute instruction than he 
has hitherto been able to command. 

While we wish Mr. E. E. White the needed rest and relaxa- 
tion we sincerely hope, that he will show the same deep inter- 

est in the success of the Journal that he has heretofore display- 

ed while he may be enabled to employ in other ways the high 

capacity and eminent qualities, of which he has always made so 
. noble and generous a use, for educational purposes. 

he Penn. School Journal, of September, is filled with the pro- 

ceedings of the meeting of the State Teachers’ Association, held 

at Wilkesbarre, on the 10th, Ilth, and 12th of August 
Among others, the following resolutions were passed ; 

Resolved, That moral instruction should be considered an in- 

tegral part of the schoo! course, from the primary school up- 
ward ; and that education should be considered a failure when 

it does not incite to the higher life, intellectually and morally ; 

when it does not lead to good conduct in all the relations of life; 
and when it does not culminate in the establishment of good 

character. 

Resolved, That Industrial Drawing should be included in the 

course of study for common schools, and that the Superinten- 

dent of Public Instruction be requested to use his influence to 
secure legislation for this purpose. 

Resolved, That one of the greatest defects in our public schools, 

is the want of proper instruction in language, oral and written. 

We would therefore recommend to superintendents the necessity 

ef making written composition a part of the examination for 
certificates. 

Resolved, That as a sound mind in a sound body is absolutely 

indispensible to the highest education, we suggest to our State 
49 . ’ 
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Legislature the passage of a law making systematic physical 

training, a part of the curriculum in our common schools. 
We ask for the addition of the study of our political institu- 

tions to the common school course. 

The Western Journal of Education, September, 1875, in an edi- 

torial, has “A word to superintendent’s.” Pupils can remain 
with us but a short time. Only one in three hundred will finish 
the course of study. Itis our duty to relieve our courses of study 

of all the rubbish which we can. Arithmetic for instance is 

loaded with it. All the text books define and refine until the 

distinctions are so numerous, and the classifications so perfect, 

that none but philosophers of the first water can apprehend their 
differentation. Teach him to add, subtract, multiply and divide 

by long division only, cast eut the unclean spirits of Troy 

weight, Apothecaries weight, and Cloth Measure, etc. 
This number also contains a report of the committee on geo- 

graphy and history, presented to the Chicago Principal’s Asso- 
ciation. 

The Journal of Education, Province of Ontario, gives a full 

report of the proceedings of the Ontario and New York Teach- 
ers’ Conventions. In a paper on compulsory education the 

author says: The state must provide for the education of the 

whole people, from the lowest primary instruction or Kinder- 

garten to the university of the nation. It was the right of 

every Canadian child to receive such an education as would fit 

him to become a good loyal subject, to discharge worthily the 
various social duties enjoined by citizenship, and to fit him for 
the life to come. This was the end of education. 

The National Teacher, of August, has an article on Oral Read- 

ing, by J. C. Pickard, of Urbana, Ill., of which we quote the 
following * Reading is the vocal transfer of a writer’s thoughts 

and feelings to the mind of a listener—a sort of oral projection 

of the mind of the writer upon the mind of the hearer. It is 
implied that the reader takes up the thought and feeling of the 

writer into his own intellect and heart, and then conveys them 
by means of vocal expression to the intellect and heart of the 

hearer. The good reader therefore must be intelligent, quick 

to see and quick to feel. He must understand what he would 

read. For the time being he must stand-in the writer’s place, 
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thinking his thought after him, and gathering into his own bo- 

som all the emotions of the writer. The reader’s voice must 

bridge the space between the giving and receiving souls. Spo- 

ken words are wanted—winged words—messenger birds—to 

fly from lip to ear, and bear the message from soul to soul. 

The physical expression will depend upon the factory. If a 
part ofthe machinery be wanting, as palate, or tongue, or teeth, 

or if it be stiff, unwieldy, or in any way fettered in its action, 

or if the motive power of the will be weak or insufficient, the 
product must be of doubtful value. 

According to the New England Journal, of September, the 

Supreme Court of Wisconsin has decided, that the parent has a 

right to make a reasonable selection of the prescribed studies 
for his child to pursue, and this cannot possibly conflict with 

the equal rights of other pupils. * * The statute gives the 
school board power to make all needful rules and regulations 

for the organization, graduation, and governmeut of the school, 

and power to suspend any pupil from the privileges of the school 
for non-compliance with the rules established by them, or by 

the teacher with their consent, and it is not proposed to throw 

any obstacle in the way of the performance of these duties. 

The Journal adds the following “Query: Given a school of 50 
children, resp. of 50 widows, and each mamma commanding her 

child to pursue studies which, although within a prescribed list, 

are contrary to the teacher’s judgment: must there be 50 sus- 

pensions? If yea, whatis the use of a school without schol- 
ars?” 

The Kindergarten Messenger, of October, contains a letter di- 

rected to a mother who asked Miss Peabody “the rationale of 

putting off teaching children to read till after the kindergarten 

age.” Miss Peabody answered: “I think teaching to read be- 
fore seven a great mistake, if it be possible instead of it to give 

the playful occupations and peculiar object teaching of the kin- 

dergarten, not that it is difficult, but because the years from 
three to seven of a child’s life can be better employed in form- 
ing the understanding by means of work and observation on 

what meets its senses merely, and with the artistic work involved 

in playing with the blocks, and using the materials of occupa- 

tion in the way Froebel directs. For doing must go before ob- 
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serving or any attempts at thinking, in every individual child, 
even as art always precedes science in national development.” 

Almost all educational exchanges have a report of the pro- 
ceedings of the National Teachers Association, convened at Min- 
neapolis, Minn., August, 3. 
The subjects discussed briefly by President Harris, and pre- 

sented by him for further consideration by the Association were 

the following: 
Course of study in common schools, high schools and colle- 

ges, and in special preparatory schools and professional! schools. 

(a) The co-ordination deemed advisable. 

(6) The actual psychological requirements and results. 

(c) Relation to civil society and the State, and to spiritual 
culture. 

Classification and grading in all of our educational institu- 

tions, especially in our common schools and in our high schools. 

An exhaustive investigation of the effect of the system of ungra- 

ded schools as compared with the system of graded schools, es- 

pecially with a view to determine the psychological effects of 
individual instruction. Country schools versus city schools. 

School hygiene. The proper construction of buildings, the 

modes of ventilation and lighting, the proper length of school 
sessions and the time for intermission, etc. 

Education in the South. Inter-state conventions. The pecul- 
iar problems arising for solution there. 

The centennial celebration and the best method of represen- 
ting our educational status in it. 

The bureau of education at Washington. Means of enhan- 
cing its usefulness. 

Normal school edueation—scope and limitations. 

School supervision. Our American system or lack of sys- 

tem, compared in its results with the systems of Great Britain 
and Prussia. 

The proper status of moral and religious instruction in our 

common schools. -How far the separation of church and State 
should be adopted in the systen of public instruction. 

The State in education ; what should be undertaken by the 

State, and what is best left to private enterprise, national and 
State universities. 

The relation of education to the demand of rationalism, 
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National science versus classical culture, or science, versus the 

universities. 
The following are among the most important resolutions 

adopted by the Association : 
Wuereas, A comunication has been received from the Hon. 

John Eaton, United States Commissioner of Education, in 

which the National Educational Association, now assembled, is 

requested to take into consideration the interests of the Educa- 

tional Department of the coming Centennial Exposition, and to 

make suggestions in relation thereto: Therefore, 

Resolved, That we heartily second the efforts of the Commis- 
sioner to secure an adequate representation of our educational 

products at the Centennial, and that we will co-operate with 
him in every practicable way to make the enterprise a success. 

Resolved, That in accordance with the Commissioner’s re- 

quest, we make the following suggestions, viz: 

1. In our opinion, wall space of not less than 2,000 feet in 

length, with accompanying counter and floor space, will be 

needed for the proper display of our educational products. 

2. The amount of wall space occupied by each State should be 
limited to 100 feet in length. 

3. All products of the schools, executed by pupils, except 
such as may be classed as “special products” should be made 

during the month of January, 1876. 

4. We respectfully recommend, that there be formed an Ex- 

position committee, consisting of one agent appointed from each 

of the States and Territories represented at the Centennial, by 

the chief educational officer in conference with the National 

Commissioner of Education, whose duty it should be to co- 

operate with the commissioner in the superintendence of the 

Educational Department at Philadelphia. 

Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to prepare 

and submit to Gen. Eaton, rules and regulations by which pupils 

and students shall be governed in the preparation of such pro- 

ducts as may be executed by them. 

Resolved, That we recommend that an International Educa- 

tional Congress be held at some time during the Centennial Ex- 

position, and that we also recommend that arrangements there- 

fore be made by the U. S. Commissioner of Education. 

Resolved, That we respecttully recommend to the Commis- 
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sionner of Education that the appointment of delegates to the 

International Congress be made through the chief educational 
officers or the several States and Territories. 

Resolved, That ignorance is a curse to any people and a men- 
acing danger to Republican institutions. 

Resolved, That of all subjects demanding governmental aid, 
public education should of right, take precedence. 

Resolved, That in the nature of the case there is a constantly 

growing necessity for State and national aid to education, and 
it is the duty of this Association and of each of its members, to 
do all that can be done to secure aid. 

Resolved, That since the public lands of the United States are 

the property of the whole people, the proceeds of the State or 

other distribution thereof, should be faithfully applied to their 

use and benefit, and in no case devoted to the use of corpora- 
tions or sections. 

Resolved, That in no way can the proceeds of these lands be 

so well or exclusively devoted to the general use or welfare as 
by there appropriation to educational purposes. 

Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to have the 

above resolutions authenticated by the signatures of the Presi- 

dent and Secretary of the Association—printed and placed in 

the hands of each member of Congress. W. H.R. 
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THE NATIONAL SERIES. 

HIS SERIES, numbering nearly 400 volumes, is the most extensive, the most 
complete in every branch of instruction, the most uniformly excellent, and 

the most universally popular Series of School and College Text-Books ever issued 
by a single publishing house, It includes among others the following : 
Standard Books of National Series. | Newest Books of National Series. 
Parker & Watson’s National Readers. | Watson’s Independent Readers. 
Parker & Watson’s National Spellers. | Watson’s Independent Spellers. 
Monteith & McNally’s Geographies Monteith’s Independent Geography. 
Davies’ Complete Mathematics. Peck’s Short Arithmetics. 
Clark’s English Grammars. Clark’s Brief, and Normal Grammar. 
Emma Wiliard’s Histories Barnes's Brief History of the United States. 
Beer’s Round-hand Penmanship Steele’s 14 Weeks Course in each Science. 
Peck’s Ganot’s Philosophy. Wood’s Botanist and Florist. 
Jarvis’s Physiology aes 5 a of Health Peabody's Moral Philosophy. 
Porter’s Chemistries . Worman’s French Echo. 
Wood's Botanies. Worman’s German Series. 
Cleveland’s Compendiums of Literature Searing’s Virgil’s Aneid. 
Pujol’s French Course. Jepson’s Music Keaders. 
Chapman’s American Drawing. Folsom’s Logical Book-keeping. 

The whole crowned by the unique’collection of professional manuals known as 
THE NATIONAL TEACHERS’ LIBRARY, 

In 30 volumes, headed by Page’s ‘“Theory and Practice of Teaching.” 
A Descriptive CATALOGUE AND Price List of all A. 8. Barnes & Co.’s Publications will 

be sent free to the address of any Teacher or School Officer applying for it. 
The ‘*NatronaL Tsacuers’ Montuiy’’ commands in its editor and contributors the best 

professional talent the Country affords. Subscription, $1.00 per annum 
A. S. BARNES & CO., Educational Publishers, 

111 &113 William St., 113 & 115 State St., 112 Camp Street, 
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. NEW ORLEANS. 

ECLECTIC EDUCATIONAL SERIES. 
. wowy7 READY. 

PAYNE'S SCHOOL SUPERVISION. 

Cnarters on ScHoot Supservisiox. A Practical Treatise on Superintendence ; Grading ; 
Arranging Courses of Study; Preparation and Use of Blanks, Records and Reports; Ex- 
aminations for Promotions, etc. 12mo., 216 pp. Price $1 25. Ne 

This is the first and only work ever published on the art of School Supervision. It is in- 
valuable to Boards of Education, Superintendents, principals and Teachers, and is a com- 
plete text-book for Students and Normal and other schools who are preparing for School 
work 

HARVEY’S LANGUAGE LESSONS 
Prices : Retail, 30cts.; Introduction and Sample Copy 22 cts.; Ex- 
change, 15 cts. 

**It hits the mark exacily. In our opinion it has no equal.” 
Minn. 

** The best yet published, Harvey has struck the ‘‘lead.’”” Supt. Watker, Lima, O 
**The very book we need in our primary schools. The werks on composition aim to high 

Hitherto I have seen nothing that comes down to the comprehension of children.” G. M. 
Corvin, Sup’t Pendleton, Co., Ky. 

**It seems just the thing so long needed for both teacher and pupipil.’’ F. R. CornetTr, 
Sup’t Grayson Co., Ky. 

**I regard it as the ‘one thing néedful’ in our public schools. 
Wray, Sup’t Barton Co.. K. 

‘‘Admirable. Ihave seen nothing more simple and satisfactory for the first years of train- 
ing in the English Language.’ Sup’t Tarser., East Saginaw, Mich. 

** Should be in the hands of every teacher, What we need so badly in primapy departments 
is graded and systematic work.’””’ —Jno. M. McGer, Sup’t Brown Co., Ind. 

**I regard it an invaluable text-bo»k for young would-be grammarians in primary depart- 
ments.’’—Hon. R. M. Lusner, Agt. Peabody Fund, La. 

WILSON, HINKLE & CO., Publishers, Cincinnati & New York. 

Sur’r. Roperts, Rochester 

A perfect gem.”’ A. K. 
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Kiddle .aSchem’s 

Cyclopedia of Education 

AWARDED TO E. STEIGER will be published by E. Steiger. 
Bases Pulses 

Particular attention is invited to Ahn-Henn’s German Series, Ahn-Henn's French 
Series, and Reffelt’s German Readers, the excellence of which is signally attested by 
their extensive introduction (without the aid of any Agents) into the Public Schoels of New 
York, Milwaukee, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Hartford, Rochester, and over 60 other 
cities—a'so to Douai’s Rational Readers, Reffelt’s Arithmetics, Schedier's Globes and 
Relief Maps, and to Kindergarten Literature and Kindergarten Gifts. t 

German Books a specialty. Large stock on hand. Catalogues sent free. 
Wo Agents in the field, E. Steiger, 22 & 24 Frankfort Str., New Yor, 

EVENING ENTERTAINMENTS..— Containing a Play, a 
Charade, a Play for Little Folks, a Pantomime, Jarley’s Wax Works, Tableaux, Par- 
lor Games and Amusements, Optical Delusions, Mystery of Table Raising, Acting 
Rhymes, aang through yvur Hand, to take a person’s shirt off while his clothes are 
on, ete., etc. The above will be sent by mail on receipt of two three cent postage 
stamps, by HAPPY HOURS COMPANY, Publishers, 

No. 1 Chambers Street, New York. 
Catalogues of Books, Plays, Tableaux, Colored Fire, etc., sent on receipt of a stamp 

THE BEST. INK. 

THE HARRISON WRITING INKS 

Are now the most poplar inuse. Over $10,000 sold at retail in New York City alone during 
the posyet, among the leading banks and commercial houses, which is evidence of their merits. 

ARRISON’S WRITING FLUID does not mould, flows freely, becoming a per- 
manent black color soon after writin 
HARRISON’S LETTER INK gives a perfect copy, and is also a free flowing ink, 

genes the qualities of the Writing Fluid. Harrison’s Carmine Ink and Mucilage also of 
rst quality. rders for any quantity premptly attended to. Send for Price List. 

HARRISON MANUFACTURING CO., 
Office, 15 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT 

ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT 

ONE Postal card costs one cent. If you area Teacher, and are in- CENT 
’ terested in anything that will help you in your daily work in the sami 

ONE school room and will fit you for a higher position and a larger CENT 
sa salary, it will pay you to invest one ceat ina postal card and use si 

ONE it ae | to these directions:—Write on the face CHARLES C,. CENT 
CHATFIELD, BOSTON. MASS., and on the reverse side, - 

ONE **Please send me full information in regard to the New Eng- CENT 
land Journal of Education.’ Sign your name and address in fuil, - 

ONE and drop it into the Post-office. By return mail you will receive a CENT 
me list of over 300 articles of interest to Teachers, full information 2 

ONE in regard to the best and largest educational paper in the world, and CENT 
z probably in addition a specimen copy of the paper, — copies of ° 

ONE which sell for 10 cents and the subscription price of which is $3.00 per CENT 
year. " 

ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT 

QNE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT ONE CENT 







New School Books. 

The Publishers beg to invite the attention ot Teachers and Educationists to the 

following new and imporvant Educational Works which they have recently publihed 

1. Swinton’s Geographical Course. By Wittiam Swinton, author of Word 
Book Series ; Outlines of History; Language Lessons, &e, 
In the preparation of these works the author has not been content with making merely a 

skillful cc mpitation; he has, in fact, remodeled the subject of Geography in accordance with 
the most advanced methods now pursued in our leading cities, and has introduced features of 
such novelty and importance that the pubiication of these books must mark A NEW ERA IN GE- 
OGRAPHICAL TEACHING. 
Elementary Course in Geography. Designed as a Class-book for Primary and 

Intermediate Gratles, and as a complete shorter Course. 132 pages, 8vo $1.20. 
Complete Course in Gecgraphy. |’hysical, Industrial, and a Special Geography 

for each State in the Union. Designed as a Class-book for Intermediate and Grammar 
grades. 136 pages, 4to. $2.00. 
*,* Correspondence is solicited with reference t- the introduction of these Geographies. A 

copy of the ELementary Grocrapny will be mailed on the receipt of 50 cents, and of the 
Compcete Geocrapny on receipt of 90 cents, if desired for examination with a view to intro- 
duction. Specimen pages sent free on application 

ll. Robinson’s Shorter Course in Mathematics. Edited by D. W. Fish,M.A. 
In this course the Science of Arithmetic, beth Oral (Mental) and Written, in all its various 

grades and applications to business purposes, is thoroughly and practically treated in two com- 
prehensive and well-graded books. ‘Ihe series is substantially bound in cloth, and the two 
Arithmeties are profusely illustrated with appropriate and beautiful designs. We claifn to offer 
in this series the cheapest, the best, and the handsomest Shorter Course in Mathematics now 
before the public 
Firet Book in Arithmetic, 168 pages. Price 50 cents 
Complete Arithmetic sot pages rice $1.40 
yn ee Aigebra, 462 pages. Price $2 00. 
Arithmetical Problems, 284 pages. Price $1.00. 
Algebraic Problems, 192 pages. Price $1 2s. 
The Complete Arithmetic is also published in ‘I'wo Volumes, Part I. and Part Ii. Price 80 

cents each. 
*,* We will send sample copies of the Ce mplete Arithmetic, for examination wih a view to 

their introduction, on receipt of $1.00 for the two books; Part I. and Part II. for so cents 
each; The Algebra for $1.:0; anc the Problems for $1.0c each. Specimen pages and full 
descriptive circulars of the Seres will be sent on application. 

Ill. White’s Progressive Art Studies. By Grorce G. Wuire. 
Mr White has solved the problem of a ration:! system of Drawing adapted to our common 

educational wants, whereby more real progress may be attained in less than half the time re- 
quired in other systems, and at far less cost. The system is issued in the form of cards—the 
only proper way of presenting the copies to the eye of the student—neatly encased in envelopes 
containing 12 each, with an accompanying Manual of Instructions, and shows of blank drawing 
paper. ‘The whole Course, when completed, will comprise a thoroughly Comprehensive and 
Scientifically Graded System <f Drawing in the various branches uf Art, including Industrial, 
Ornamental, Landscape, Animal, and Figure Drawing, &c 
Now Ready, the Elementary Series. This series is comprised in 48 cards, neatly 

inclosed in envelopes of 12 each, with sheets of Drawing Paper, and an accompanying Manual 
of Instructions foreach set. The sets are designated as follows : 
A Lines and their Ccmbinations, Price 60 cts | C Light and Shade, - - Price 60 cts 
B Cubic Diagrams, - - Price 60 cts | D Practical studies, Price 60 cts 

iV. A Shorter Course in Civil Government, 
Ry Calvin Townsend, Author of ‘‘Analysis of Civil Government,’’ ‘‘Compendium of Com- 
mercial Law,”’ ‘‘Analysis of Letter Writing,” &c. Cloth, 240 pages. Price, $1,co. By 
mail to educationalists, for examination with a view to introv'uction, on receipt of 60 cents. 
The Educational Reporter for July, will be sent to Teachers and Educationists on application | 

Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. 
138 & 140 Grand St., New York. 

For Missouri, Kansas and Arkansas, address, 
0. M. BAKER, or J. C. ELLIS, care GRAY, BAKER & CO. 

407 N. 4th Street, St. Louis, Ho. 



THE MOST EMINENT AUTHORS of the day, such 
as Hen. W. E. Gladstone, Prof. Max Mulier, Prof. Hux- 
ley, Dr. W. B. Carpenter, Prof. Tyndall, Richard A, 
Precter, Edward A. Freeman, Frances Power Cobbe, 
The Duke of Argy", dames Agthony Froude, Alfred, 
Mussel! Wallact, Mrs. Mulech, Mra. Oliphant, Miss’ 
Thackeray, Jean Ingelow, Geo. MacDonald, Wa. 
Black, Anthony Treoliope, R. D. Diackmore, Julia Ka- 
vanagh, Mrs. Parr, Henry Kingsley, Mrs. Macqueid, 
Francis W. Newman, Thomas Carlyle, Erckman-Cha- 
trian, W. W. Stery. BRebert Bachanan, Teanyseon, 
Browning, ani many others, are represenfed ju the pages vf 

LITTELL’S LIVING AGE. 
In 1876, Tue Livinc AGE enters upon its thirty-third year. Having absorbed Its younger com- 

petitor, * Y SATURDAY,” it is now without a rival in its special field. Originally com- 
mended by President Adams, Judge Story, Chancellor Kent, historians Sparks, 
Ticknor, and many others, it has never failed to reeeive the warmest support of the best men and 
journals of the country, and has met with constantly increasing success. 

A weekly magazine, of sixty-four pages, Tae Living AGEs gives more than 
TERE AND A QUARTER THOUSAND 
double-column octavo pages of —— , forming four large yolumes. It presents in an 
inexpensive form, a amount 
and with a sati attempted Soe. 
icisms, ‘Tales, of vel and be gotten! try Se 
cal Information, from the entire body of Foreign Periodical Literature 

During the coming year, the Serial and Short Stories of 
Gs FOREIGN AUTHORS 

will be given, together with an amount, wmapproached by any gihor geiedinss in the world, of the most 
valuable Literary and Scientific matter ofthe day fi from a the pens 0 of the above-named and many other 
a. dewttheee Critics, » representing every department of 

nowle 
In short, Tuk Livine AGer is invaluable as a time, labor, py retary oy nye wae It fur- 

nishes the only satisfactorily fresh and COMPLETE com sion of a literature that is indispensable to 
American readers ; — indispensable because it embraces productions of 

TEaEe AHBLEsSsT LIVinG wWwuritTrEne 
ull branches of Literature, Science, Art, and Politics. Attention is invited to the following recent 

Opinions of The Xai Age. 
* Ought seins in aoe in every Americana Home.” *The best periodical in America.” — Her. Theo. L. 

y. Y. Tt Ouyier, mes. 
“its "pages pt with the choicest literature of the 

bune. 

pl pea WITHOUT A RIVAL.’ "— Congregatronalist. 

Inatter, —_ Vay ey » owing to its weekly inpne, 
a pooties, Se best Essays, Reviews, C 

e, Biographical, Historical, and Politi- 

‘In no other single publication can t there he found so a 
¥. m ae 7 of sterling literary excelience.” — 4. Y¥. Evening + da ay. 

* With it cae areader may fairty kecp up with all that 
"Through its pages alone it is possibile to be asthor- is important in the Mterature, history. politics, and 

oughly well informed im current liter ey as ty the  selence of the day.’— The Method 
perusal of a long list of monthiies. ,. . reproduces 
the best thoughts of minds the ciptlita world, 
upon all topres hiladelphia Inquirer’ 

* Simpl a for to any © one who desires to keep 
abreast of @ of the age in any department of 
scie ate or literature.” — Boston 

more attractive periodical cannot be found in the | 
C nited Conta er there is culture and breadth 
of view ‘er will fice the tone of A more it is appreciated | 
the higher rise the of American literature and | 
the taste _s. 

‘ist. 
‘ “The an ery, on —_ entertaining stories, the 
nest the Eng lis sneanes are here gathered 

together." — J Tttinois State Journal. 
than ever incispensabie, in Pore eet of te 

quent pub ee I in expensive art 
cles on at questions of current ingu 
men. as stax Haier, ‘Huxley, Tyndall,and. airy oy sch 

* Ite meen etree 4 in weekly numbers gives to it a great 
advan over its monthly Somben ries in the spirit 
and fres! ness of its coutents.— The Francuco. ~ — Chie ago Inter- Ocean. 

best of all our eclectic publications.” — The Na | 
tion, a tt 

A monthly that comes every week."’ 
— The Adwanes 

* Incomy le in the richness, variety, and sterling | 
worth of its articles, and equal to several ordinary maga- 
zines in the amount of matter presented.""— The Stand- 
ard, Chicago. 

* Grows richer and richer. the longer it lives. 
no other known way ‘ of getting so much good 
for so a money. ; ton 
“Tt a@ thorough compilation o' what is best in the 

hit orntinah of the day, whether relating to history, biog- 
raphy, fleton, poetry, wit, selence, — theology, 

art.” — Harty 

There is 
reading 

criticism, OF Daily Couran 
‘ & pure and perpetual Reservoir ana fountain of enter- 

tainment and instruction.” lon. Robert C. Winthrop. 
PUBLISHED WEEKLY at $8.00 a year, free of postage. 

up a (lub of five new subscribers. 
receive the intervening numbers gratis. 

New subscribers remitting before January Is 

“ Of all periodicals in the world, if a mancan take ouly 
one, he Page by all means take Tue Living Acz. . . 
There is nothing comparable to it in true value in i the 
Repie range of periodical literature.’ — Mobile Daily 

ister. 
*The more noted new novels appear as serials, and the 

more distinguished foreixn thinkers in criticism, scienc: 
and artare represented in its pages... . Itis 
compilation that presents with a satisfactory complete~ 
ness, as well as freshness the best Iterature of the al- 
most innumerable and generally inaccessible European 
quarteriies, monthlies, and weeklies, — a literature em- 
Bencing the prodnctions of the ablest and most cultured 
writersliving. Jt is, therefore, indispensable to every one 
whodesires a thorough ompendiumes a di that is nvens 
and noteworthy in the literary world. Boston 

Pr Press. *It has no equal iu any country,” 
An extra copy sent is to any one gettin 

ae for the year 1996, wi 

CLUB PRICES FOR THE BEST HOME AND FOREIGN LITERATURE. 
iw of *‘Litre.w’s Lirvrsa AGP’ and of one or other of our vivacious American month- ‘ossessed 

lies, a subseriber will tind himself in command of the whole situation.”” — Philadelphia Eve'’ng Bulletin. : 
For $10.50 Tae Livine AGE and either one of the four-dollar monthly Magazines (or Har, 

Weekly or Bazar, or Appleton’s , weekly) will be sent for a year, with postaye prepaid on ~~ 
or, for $9.50, Tne LryinG Acs and Scribner’s Me Nicholas. 

ADDRESS LITTELL & GAY, 17 Bromfield St., Boston. 




